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Foreword 

Investigating Corporate Climate Change Adaptation has been a truly interesting process. Not 

only has it been a great learning experience for me individually but my hope is that the 

findings, presented in this report, may open up for a more public discussion including parties 

from the private sector.  

Increased awareness and understanding leading to more commonly implemented Corporate 

Climate Change Adaptation would have the opportunity of generating increased future social 

and economic welfare, social and economic stability and societal and corporate resilience, 

possibly also a more environmentally healthy and just world.  

This study has highlighted an area of extensive future research where much is still left to 

investigate, research and do. 

  

I want to direct a great thanks to all company representatives participating in the case study of 

the Swedish fashion and textile sector.  Thank you Mimmi Brodin, CSR manager at Rnb 

Retail And Brands AB, Sophie Halvarsson, Production manager of Women’s clothing at 

Boomerang International AB, Irene Häglund, CSR manager at Weekday AB/Fabric 

Scandinavien AB, Ann-Marie Heinonen, CSR manager at KappAhl AB, Melker Lindström, 

CSR manager at Nudie Jeans Co. AB, Linda Johansson, Quality manager and Paula Stoppert, 

CSR manager at Hemtex AB and Renee Andersson, CSR manager at Indiska Magasinet AB. 

Together you made this possible! 

Furthermore I want to thank Henrik Willers, at TEKO, who took time and discussed my 

findings and the textile industry with me. I also want to thank Maria Engvall, environmental 

specialist at Swedwatch, who met with me, discussing Swedish companies and their business 

activities in foreign countries, especially developing countries, further increasing my insight 

and understanding. Thank you for showing that level of interest! 

 

Last but not least I want to direct a huge thanks to my supervisor Dr. Richard J. T Klein who 

has patiently coached me through this process, reading many drafts before this final product, 

and co-supervisor Aaron Atteridge who has stepped-in when extra support was needed.  

 
 
 

Nicole Herbertsson, Stockholm, June 2010. 
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Abstract 

On-going and future climate change is universally acknowledged. Climate change 

incorporating global mean temperature rise, impacts on global hydrology and ecosystems will 

affect human society and global economy. Corporations will encounter a changing world, 

most likely including negative effects on business and the global markets, influencing 

development and economic growth. Some companies will likely face increasing threats, while 

others may be less affected or may even benefit from direct or indirect change.  

Affected by climate change interruptions to every-day-business may come as a result or even 

be unavoidable in some regions. Business as usual may therefore not be an option. Corporate 

Climate Change Adaptation offers companies a solution for responding to climate change and 

the interconnected uncertainties, adjusting to noticed or expected climate change effects, 

focusing on avoiding negative consequences and/or possibly taking advantage of new 

opportunities. 

 

With the aim of studying corporate awareness and understanding of climate change as well as 

on-going Corporate Climate Change Adaptation a case study including interviews with eight 

Swedish fashion and textile companies was conducted, supplemented by a literature review 

and discussions with line-of-business and monitoring organizations.  

Presented in this master’s thesis, the study established that Swedish fashion and textile 

companies show awareness and acceptance of the climate change issue, agreeing to that 

climate change will have ecological and social consequences. However, Swedish fashion and 

textile companies, portraying a greatly varying focus on climate change issues, seem only to 

show limited understanding of climate change effects regarding natural resources, and do 

commonly not connect climate change to their own status, to their business activities, 

processes, supply chains or corporate needs. Displaying low proactivity none of the 

investigated eight Swedish fashion and textile companies had started to adapt to on-going or 

future climate change or plan for future adaptation. The Swedish fashion and textile 

companies, it seems, will need an alarum for the process of Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation to start. 

 

Key words: Climate change, risk management, adaptation, adaptive capacity, Corporate 

Climate Change Adaptation.  
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Introduction 

This section gives an introduction to global climate change and a background to Corporate Climate 

Change Adaptation, describing the area of study, also presenting the research questions and the aim 

and scope of this master’s thesis. 

Background  

Decades have been spent debating climate change, if it is real and if it can be scientifically 

proven. Today, there is a universal acknowledgement of climate change; a measurable and on-

going process that most likely will impact society in the decades and centuries to come. Some 

even say that climate change is one of the greatest threats facing society today (IPCC 2007, 

Dessai and van den Sluijs 2007). 

The IPCC:s (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) forth assessment report described 

climate change as “a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g. using 

statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or variability of its properties, and that persists 

for an extended period, typically decades or longer” (IPCC 2007, page 30). This definition 

extended the concept, highlighting that climate change not only incorporates global warming 

but also changes in weather patterns with effects on the frequency of extremes and natural 

catastrophes.  

Already noticeable, global mean temperature has increased by 0.6 ± 0.2 ºC during the last 

century, and is expected to continue rising (IPCC 2007). Even as snow storms were hitting 

large parts of Europe in January 2010, causing great negative impact on infrastructure, 

satellite measurements showed the highest January atmospheric temperature since 

measurements began in 1978. Measurements displayed a mean temperature rise of 0.72 

degrees Celsius in comparison to the 1978-1998 average (ENDS Europe 2010)  

 

While scientists struggle to understand climate change, and the factors and feedbacks of 

global warming, it is still connected to great uncertainty (Bleda and Shackley 2008). However, 

as our understanding of the climate system has increased and computer modelling has been 

improved the put forward scenarios of the coming future are becoming more and more 

reliable (Stern 2008). The on-going and future climate change, including global mean 

temperature rise, will most likely include impacts on global hydrology causing sea level rise, 

changes in ocean circulation, precipitation and wind patterns, stressing and changing 
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ecosystems and their functions and properties world-wide, ultimately affecting human society 

(IPCC 2007). The shifts in patterns of extremes caused by climate change, most likely 

including an increase in the frequency of extreme events and natural catastrophes, will also 

most certainly influence human health, food security and global economy (IPCC 2007). 

Climate change will not only be affecting the ecosystems or society at large but corporations 

too will be encountering a changing world. It is most likely that climate change will give rise 

to negative effects on business and the global markets, influencing development and 

economic growth (Berkhout et. al. 2006, WBCSD 2008).  

 

With changes in the climate system attributed to modern human activities; emitting vast 

amounts of Greenhouse Gases (GHG:s), increasing the natural greenhouse effect, causing 

global warming, climate change and system responses (IPCC 2007) there has already been 

great efforts to mitigate on-going and future climate change. This has resulted in that 

corporations have become more environmentally aware, more efficient, using new and more 

environmentally friendly technologies and increasing their focus on corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) issues (Okereke et al. 2009).  Unfortunately, this has been proven not 

being enough. Mitigation actions have been too late or not effective enough, and even if all 

emissions of GHG:s would cease today change would still be coming (IPCC 2007). The 

climate system has reached a threshold were change is unavoidable. 

 

Faced with the effects of climate change corporations being profit driven, facing international 

competition, and being sensitive to their surroundings, will have to deal with the impacts of 

climate change and the interconnected uncertainty (WBCSD 2008). For companies staying 

viable is staying ahead, innovating and planning for the future, but also searching for new 

opportunities and avoiding risks. Additionally, as companies already today are handling risks 

on a daily basis, corporate success is built on successful risk management and the ability to 

identify and handle threats. With on-going and future climate change predicted to affect the 

corporate playground climate change is becoming one of the issues to handle. The 

implications of climate change will however differ between regions of production and 

commerce and business sectors, this as climate change will not be globally homogenous and 

the needs of business sectors vary. (WBCSD 2008) Furthermore, as the modern corporations 

have grown, with many of them becoming multinational, having production and markets 
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spread all around the globe, generating cross-boarder supply chains, the corporate complexity 

has increased (WBCSD 2008). Some companies will likely face increasing threats, while 

others may be less affected by or may even benefit from direct or indirect change (WBCSD 

2008). Affected by climate change interruptions to every-day-business may come as a result 

or even be unavoidable in some regions. Business as usual may therefore not be an option 

(Stern 2008). Climate change will be asking for adaptation (IPCC 2007). 

 

Whether companies’ stay viable or are able to keep revenues may then be connected to their 

level of awareness and understanding of climate change, affecting their ability to avoid risks 

and their adaptive capacity. Avoiding risks and adapting will most likely include minimizing 

effects by climate change and climate variability on business activities (WBCSD 2008), 

especially in the coming years and decades when more extensive climate change effects are to 

be expected. Using existing frameworks of risk management the climate change effects and 

the predicted climate variability should preferably be included into corporate risk 

management, becoming localized, identified and quantified (Pidgeon and Butler 2009). 

Adaptation to climate change may answer to investor pressure and be a way of cutting costs 

and building company resilience. Corporate Climate Change Adaptation may also be a way 

for companies to identify and exploit new opportunities, building competitive advantage. 

(Lash and Wellington 2007, WBCSD 2008) 

 

Intriguingly, even though climate change is predicted, can be measured and proven to be 

going on today society has been hesitant to change. Adaptation options have so far only been 

loosely discussed without any real or public action undertaken. Why not? Is the issue of 

climate change still too distant? Is it connected to too much uncertainty or too complicated? 

Do the decision makers of the private sector not believe climate change to be real or going on 

today? There also seems to have been a conflation between the concepts of adaptation and 

mitigation (Nitkin et. al. 2009c).1 Recent scientific research reports have been asking for a 

                                                 
1 Mitigation and adaptation are both responses to expected, on-going or future climate change. However, mitigation can be 

described as actions or policies aiming at reducing the net emissions of GHG:s, or actions reducing the rate and magnitude of 

change. Adaptation on the other hand is incorporating actions, plans and policies aiming at responding and adjusting to the 

noticed or expected effects of climate change, avoiding the negative effects or possibly exploiting new possibilities generated 

by climate change. Adaptation has up and till now been a fairly distant area for business and the industry sectors. Mitigation 

is today common practise. (IPCC 2007, ADB 2005)  
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clearer and common definition of the concept of adaptation (Nitkin et. al. 2009d). Why is 

there a situation of mixing and conflation of concepts?  Are business representatives not 

familiar with the concept of adaptation? Are business representatives not aware of the effects 

of climate change? Do they not understand the implications it will have on their own 

corporate activities, production of products and supply chain? Or, can it be that corporations 

are adapting to climate change or planning for adaptation but do not communicate the issue of 

adaptation, not knowing how to, or if to do so?  

 

It seems that up until now when studying corporations and the private sector and their 

response to climate change, when presenting lessons learned and case studies, this has mostly 

been about mitigation, focusing on ways to reduce GHG emissions and lower the carbon 

footprint, not focusing on adaptation (Nitkin et. al. 2009d).  

However, when scientific reports and studies have been handling adaptation, also including 

case studies, these have been of agriculture, mining, forestry, water resource management, 

energy production, infrastructure, tourism and insurance. Then the focus has been resource 

management, and not production. When The Network for Business Sustainability in 2009 

presented their review of business adaptation to climate change they had only found one 

report focusing on manufacturing and production (Nitkin et. al. 2009a). Why is this? Is the 

manufacturing and production sector lagging behind or do they not communicate their actions 

in the same way or to the same extent as other sectors?  

Area of Study 

The textile manufacturing industry is one of the largest industries world-wide, with billion-

dollar turnovers, having globally wide-spread activities and employing tens of millions of 

people. Connected to great economic interests and focusing on low production prices the 

supply chains are usually international, often stretching into developing countries where cloth, 

clothing, accessories and other textile artefacts are being prefabricated or produced. 

(Swedwatch 2010)  

The Swedish fashion and textile business is no exception. With only a few percent of the 

clothes produced in Sweden most of the clothes are imported from foreign countries, at 

present quantitively dominated by China, Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka and Pakistan 

(Swedwatch and Naturskyddsföreningen 2008).  
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In 2007 approximately 9 kilos of clothes per person were imported, generating a total of 

84 000 tonnes. If including all textiles Swedes bought approximately 24 kilos of textiles per 

person in 2008 (Swedwatch and Naturskyddsföreningen 2008). Then, two years ago, 80 

percent of all t-shirts bought in Sweden were produced in one of the above mentioned five 

countries (Swedwatch and Naturskyddsföreningen 2008).  

 

The common pattern for textile production is that industries are established in developing 

countries as they are becoming industrialised, but as wages rise following development, the 

production is moved into poorer or less industrialised regions where production costs are 

lower (Swedwatch 2010). In 2008 China alone was producing ¼ of all world wide exported 

textiles. However, during the last years the Chinese domination has begun to decline. 

Production prices have been increasing making the Chinese textiles less competitive. 

(Swedwatch and Naturskyddsföreningen 2008) 

 

Dominating the range of natural fibres used by the textile industry is cotton, today being the 

world's most important natural fibre (WWF 2005). Cotton is mainly grown in tropical or 

subtropical regions, commonly relying on extensive irrigation, making it into one of the most 

water consuming modern crops. Generally farmed intensively and large scale cotton is also 

using large amounts of fertilizer and insecticide. (WWF 2005, Swedwatch and 

Naturskyddsföreningen 2008) In 2004 the global yield was 26 million tons cultivated in more 

than 80 countries, generating employment for millions of people world wide dependent on the 

cotton industry. Examples of large cotton producing countries are China, India, the United 

States, Pakistan, Brazil and Uzbekistan. (WWF 2005) 

 

The manufacturing process including cotton can diverge greatly (Swedwatch 2010), however 

it still follows certain steps going from cotton as raw material to becoming a product found in 

stores, see figure 1. Even thou the textile production and clothing manufacturing sector has 

been extensively modernised and partly fully mechanised, the garment and artefact production 

is still highly labour intensive (Swedwatch and Naturskyddsföreningen 2008).  

Starting the process the cotton is bought of trading floors where “products” (the cotton 

packages) originating from different countries are mixed, striving to achieve good quality and 

good prices. The origins are seldom specified with the exception of organic cotton were a 
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certificate is included in the purchase. The origin of cotton is however manly dependent on 

season and supply, or what product it is supposed to generate.  

Easily described the cotton is washed, combed, spun into thread and weaved into cloth (or 

knitted into tricot). The cloth is cut and sown into textile products that later can be found in 

stores. However, the actual process is far more complicated. What is done, how it’s done, by 

whom and where is dependent on the final product, the price sensitivity of the product, 

included raw materials, and extra finishing’s, but also unforeseen factors as demand and last 

minute orders influence the supply chain and production units. (Swedwatch 2010) Some 

companies use agents for selecting suppliers while others have direct contacts with the 

factories or their suppliers (Swedwatch 2010).  

 

Connected to the main suppliers is commonly a web of sub-suppliers, not always 

transparently described. Withholding sub-suppliers is often done keeping in mind retaining 

competitive advantage, hanging on to the sub-suppliers, keeping price levels low (Swedwatch 

2010, Swedwatch and Naturskyddsföreningen 2008), resulting in that sub-suppliers becomes 

a part of the process where the ordering fashion and textile sales companies have low or no 

Figure 1.  One example of a supply chain in 

the textile industry, incorporating cotton. The 

red boxed showing possible merging of 

manufacturing steps, where two or more 

processes are executed by the same supplier 

or sub-suppliers. (Authors figure) 
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control or insight into production, the process or resource use (Swedwatch 2010). Variations 

to the production process and supply chain is also plentiful depending on where production is 

located (Swedwatch 2010). 

 

With textile production being highly labour intensive one of the most important resources is 

the labour force. Additionally, the textile manufacturing process is heavy on chemicals and 

consuming large amount of water and energy. While the textile industry is experimenting with 

new materials, as for example bamboo and looking for stand-ins for cotton, cotton still 

remains the most commonly used natural fibre. (WWF 2005) Nonetheless, with on-going and 

future climate change the cotton agricultural process, already today dependent on irrigation 

may suffer, as it is sensitive and vulnerable to climate change. The textile production being 

situated in developing regions can also be determined as vulnerable and sensitive to climate 

change, as the systems resilience2 is low. If affected by extreme events or climate change it is 

not unthinkable that production will suffer, either due to food shortages or climate connected 

health effects on workers or plainly by impacts on the factories (IPCC 2007, WBCSD 2008). 

Also the transportation system and infrastructure from supplier to store may most likely be 

threatened or affected by climate change, already today sensitive to seasonal variations and 

extremes.  

 

Today the textile and fashion companies are relying on the cotton agriculture and its stability 

and resilience if not choosing to use new raw materials in production.  Companies are also 

dependent on the stability of the production units and the surrounding areas and communities. 

Faced with the threats by climate change, if not already doing so, the fashion and textile 

companies will have to look over their supply chains and resources and their location, 

accepting interconnected uncertainty, focusing on risk management and building company 

resilience and viability, preferably also researching and developing future possibilities and 

opportunities. For any textile and fashion company, just like any other company in any 

                                                 
2 Using an ecological perspective resilience can either be described as a.) the ability to reorganize after exposure to stress or 

b.) the ability to buffer stress, staying in the same state and keep the functions of the system (Walker and Salt 2006). 

However, viewing resilience from a socio-economic perspective it becomes more complex. For organisations being resilient 

may, according to Coutu, include a.) accepting reality, b.) analyze their surroundings and c.) be able to improvise, showing 

corporate bricolage (Coutu 2002).  
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business sector affected by climate change, adaptation may be a way of cutting costs, build 

competitive advantage and answer to investor pressure (WBCSD 2008). With not all regions 

affected in the same way, to the same extent or at the same time, it is also most likely that 

well executed adaptation may be especially profitable for some companies and in some areas. 

Aim and Scope of Study 

The aim of this master’s thesis is to deepen into corporate awareness and understanding of 

climate change, as it is a basis for Corporate Climate Change Adaptation, but also study 

possible on-going corporate adaptation, focusing on the fashion and textile industry.   

 

Furthermore, to limit the study, as it was restricted by time and resources, focus has been set 

on Swedish corporations, with head offices located inside Sweden, that are active in the 

fashion and textile industry, that show an understanding of environmental issues and have 

supply chains that run into foreign or developing countries.  

Research Questions 

1. How great is the awareness and understanding of climate change effects among 

Swedish fashion and textile companies, connected to their own activities, especially 

their supply chains? 

2. Are Swedish fashion and textile companies adapting to coming climate change effects, 

or planning for adaptation? If so, what are they doing? 
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Theoretical Framework 

Up until now not much has been written by academia regarding Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation, especially if excluding the field of resource management. This forces one to become 

interdisciplinary when scientifically studying Corporate Climate Change Adaptation.  

This section is deepening into adaptation, adaptive capacity, and organizational learning, connecting 

these theories with the aim of establishing a basis for understanding Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation investigating why the private sector would be adapting, dealing with climate change 

effects or why they would not be doing so.  

Responding to Climate Change 

For corporations showing awareness and understanding of climate change, responding to the 

changing surroundings involves mitigation and adaptation. However, as pointed out in the 

introduction of this report, there is a clear difference between the two concepts, often not 

adequately specified in reports, but commonly also misinterpreted.  

Mitigation is a collection of policies and actions etc. that aim at reducing the net emissions of 

GHG:s, also including actions aiming at reducing the rate and magnitude of change (IPCC 

2007, ADB 2005). Adaptation, being the focus of this report, is about handling change when 

it impacts, or preparing for expected change effects (Klein 2008), as will be more thoroughly 

described below.  

Climate Change Adaptation  

Before the publication of the IPCC:s forth assessment report (AR4) in 2007 adaptation was 

not commonly discussed (WBCSD 2008). Since the AR4 however, the concept of adaptation 

has been developed, including a diversification highlighting that there are different types of 

adaptation (Klein 2004). With no real agreement on an exact definition a flora of definitions 

has become apparent but the most commonly referred to and used definition of adaptation is 

the one put forward by the IPCC, according to Nitkin et. al., describing adaptation as being an 

“adjustment in natural or human systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli or 

their effects, which moderates harm or exploits beneficial opportunities” (Nitkin et. al. 2009a, 

page 5). Defined by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

“adaptation is a process through which societies make themselves better able to cope with an 

uncertain future.”  (de Boer 2008, page 5)  
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Bleda and Shackley taking a business standpoint defines climate change adaptation as “the 

changes in the behaviour of a business or organisation aimed at coping with (or taking 

advantage of) the effects of any climate change related event occurring in the physical and 

institutional environment of the organisation” (Bleda and Shackley 2008, page 517). 

Furthermore, ADB (2005) focusing on tools and strategies, describes adaptation as a 

collection of “policies, actions and other initiatives designed to limit the impacts arising from 

climate variability and change […] and exploit any positive consequences” (ADB 2005, page 

xii). Adaptation to climate change can however be any activity that reduces the negative 

impacts of a changing climate (Nitkin et. al. 2009c).  

 

The different definitions highlight that climate change adaptation can respond to impacts of 

climate change in both precautionary and reactive ways, but it will however not prevent 

change (Schipper 2007). Well executed adaptation may reduce the sensitivity to climate 

change and reduce vulnerability (IPCC 2007), possibly also generate competitive advantage 

(Lash and Wellington 2007, WBCSD 2008). 

The IPCC states that “adaptation will be necessary to address impacts resulting from the 

warming which is already unavoidable due to past emissions” (IPCC 2007, page 18) 

Therefore, as pointed out by Schipper (2007), adaptation is and will become a complimentary 

strategy to mitigation.  

 

The Network for Business Sustainability has pointed out 5 different forms of Adaptation 

(Nitkin et. al. 2009b, page 13-14), highlighting that there also can be different approaches to 

adaptation between corporations, sectors and regions.  

� Anticipatory Adaptation or Proactive Adaptation –describing action before change has 

been observed. 

� Autonomous Adaptation or Spontaneous Adaptation – actions not due to direct climate 

change but changes in the ecosystem or society due to climate change. 

� Planned Adaptation – actions based on deliberate policy decisions, showing awareness 

of changing conditions or coming changes focusing on achieving a desirable state. 

� Private Adaptation – limited action implemented by single corporations based on the 

actors self-interest. 

� Reactive Adaptation – actions based on observed climate change. 
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Adaptation can furthermore be approached in two more ways (Schipper 2007, page 3): 

� Necessary development for organizations or society to become climate proof (first 

priority, showing a proactive approach), or 

� As climate proofing when developing (coming second). 

 

From a corporate standpoint adaptation, as defined above, could then include that industry 

would rethink location or design of facilities increasing resilience and reduce vulnerability to 

extreme weather events. It could also include a geographic diversification of supply chains, or 

geographic diversification and expansion of infrastructure. Furthermore, the training of 

employees to recognize and respond to events, as for example new disease vectors could be 

determined as an adaptive action (WBCSD 2008). Nonetheless, adaptation will not be the 

same or including the same actions etc. all around the globe, but will have to be executed 

based on regional and local factors, tailored to the surroundings (WBCSD 2008). 

Adaptation as Risk Management 

With predicted and acknowledged on-going and future climate change Corporate Climate 

Change Adaptation can also be viewed as a way of reducing risk or risk management. Jones 

(2001) states: “Climate change […] can be defined as en environmental risk in two senses: (1) 

the environment is directly exposed to risk from climate change, and (2) environmental 

change resulting from climate change may threaten human activities” (Jones 2001, page 198), 

as earlier established in the introduction, then also affecting corporations and the private 

sector.  

Jones (2001) referring to the US Presidential/Congressional Commission, describes risk as a 

combination of a.) “the probability that an adverse event will occur” and b.) “the 

consequences of the adverse event” (Jones 2001, page 198). Defined by the IPCC (2007) risk 

is a product of the likelihood of a certain event or development and the consequences (IPCC 

2007). Furthermore, risk can also bee viewed as the combination of the occurrence of a 

hazardous event and the impact or consequence of that event (ADB 2005).  

 

Risk may however be hard to calculate in the case of climate change as it is tightly 

interconnected with uncertainty. Nonetheless, assigning risk to the phenomenon offers a 

sensible approach, in this case, making climate change possible to handle.  
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Risk management today extending from as earlier only being a management tool for framing 

and managing social issues, today also includes environmental management, incorporating 

climate policy, mitigation and adaptation (Pidgeon and Butler 2009). Jones describes the 

terminology of risk management as incorporating a whole framework, but possibly also being 

divisible describing risk assessment as encompassing “an analysis phase and risk 

management [as including] an implementation phase.” (Jones 2001, page 198) 

The generic approach of risk management according to Pidgeon and Butler (2009), also 

suitable in the adaptation process, would include: 

1. Problem framing – identifying and structuring hazards, consequences and likelihoods 

to consider, highlighting uncertainties and knowledge gaps. 

2. Risk assessment – quantitatively evaluating the above, defining what is acceptable or 

tolerable risk. 

3. Risk management – developing policy options and appraisals against broad objectives, 

balancing costs and benefits, deciding on implementation and monitoring. 

4. Risk communication – one or two-way communication with stakeholders and affected 

parties describing and structuring the problem. (Pidgeon and Butler 2009, page 672) 

 

However, pointed out by Pidgeon and Butler (2009), this separation of four stages is often 

problematic and difficult to maintain in practice, especially as demands on stakeholder 

communication is getting more and more common.  

 

Already used today climate proofing is one risk management strategy that can be described as 

also being an adaptation strategy as it is including the identification of risks to development 

projects or assets, viewed as consequence of climate change or variability, focusing on 

ensuring the reduction of risks or that risks are reduced to an acceptable level along the 

project cycle of planning, design, construction, operation and decommissioning (ADB 2005).  

Adaptive Capacity 

The success of Corporate Climate Change Adaption is dependent on the companies adaptive 

capacity, adaptive capacity being the “potential for adjustments, processes (both natural and 

human), practises, or structures to moderate or offset the potential for damage, or take 
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advantage of opportunities, created by variations or changes in the climate” (ADB 2005, 

page xii), also including the ability to act to reduce vulnerability (Rudberg 2009). 

 

An organizations adaptive capacity may be hampered by existing legislation, regulation and 

other external barriers (Rudberg 2009) but also by characteristic short term thinking and 

planning by decision makers, managers and organizations. Adaptive capacity can also be 

determined by the availability of information and technology (IPCC 2007). Pointed out by 

Schipper (2007) successful adaptation relies on adequately addressing the underlying causes 

of vulnerability, noting that adaptation never can make society or an organization fully 

protected or climate proofed (Schipper 2007).  

Timing will also be of essence for adaptive capacity, however, as discussed by Bleda and 

Shackley (2008) corporations often show a resistance to change and adaptation, caused by 

either a.) the nature of organisational capabilities or b.) lack of organisational cognition, 

directly affecting the corporate adaptive capacity. 

Organizational Learning as a Basis for Adaptation 

Having adaptive capacity will include the corporate ability to sense changes in signals or 

stimuli from its surrounding internal and external environment offering the possibility to 

respond. Increasing the corporate capabilities as discussed above. Building or generating 

adaptive capacity is done by organizational learning.  

 

Organizational learning research has been focusing on why and how organizations change 

their behaviour, also describing organizational learning as the encoding of lessons learned in 

organizational routines contributing to changes in organizational behaviour (Berkhout et. al. 

2006). Pointed out by Berkhout et al. (2006) “adaptation to climate change has many 

similarities with the process of organizational learning” (Berkhout et. al. 2006, page 135-

136), however adaptation in it self also rests on organizational learning. Berkhout et. al. 

continues; “changes in organizational behaviour [is] a process often referred to as 

adaptation” (Berkhout et. al. page 137)  

 

Highlighted by Rudberg (2009) routines (including guiding rules, procedures, technologies, 

frameworks, cultures and knowledge) are the basis for organizational behaviour. Routines can 
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also be described as “the means by which organizations carry out activities by matching 

appropriate procedures to situations they face, whether ordinary or extraordinary” (Berkhout 

et. al. 2006, page 137) and the modification of routines, for example by adaptation, is then 

evidence of organizational learning, as organizational learning is based on the recognition of 

change, some kind of stimuli or an approaching threat (Rudberg 2009). According to 

Berkhout et. al. (2006) routines are also changed or re-implemented when the organization 

experiences some novel situation for which routines have yet not been developed, existing 

routines have been proven unsuccessful or can be improved.  

 

Secondly, how feedback, signals or stimuli are interpreted, as pointed out by Berkhout et. al. 

(2006), is largely dependent on the frames of reference used by the organization. Continuing 

their argument, Berkhout et. al. (2006) asserts that organizations generally portray a resistance 

to draw conclusions that challenge the frames of reference resulting in that organisational 

myths, beliefs and paradigms are maintained even when counter-evidence exist. Nonetheless, 

as highlighted by Tällberg foundation, when beginning to change and when learning 

corporations often show different stages in the early acceptance, typically including some 

level of denial (Tällberg foundation 2006, page 23): 

1. Denial “ It is not true” 

2. Denial of relevance “It is true, but it is not happening to us” 

3. Denial of urgency “It is happening to us, but not now” 

4. Denial of responsibility “It is happening to us, but someone else is taking care of it” 

 

Organizational learning increase the organisational cognition, perception, and capabilities, or 

in other words awareness and understanding, offering actors the basis for identifying coming 

and ongoing change, furthermore also the ability for adaptation. However, adding complexity 

to organisational learning, Pritchard (2006) discussing the concept of knowledge, states that 

the concept in it self difficult is to define, but possibly can be described as being a 

combination of belief and truth, explaining that “in order to have knowledge of a [fact] the 

[fact] must be true, and one must believe it” (Pritchard 2006, page 7). However knowledge 

and truth then, according to Pritchard (2006), needs justification of belief and stated facts.  
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In summary, companies responding to the acknowledged on-going and future climate change 

influencing the corporate playground can do so by adaptation. As a basis for Corporate 

Climate Change Adaptation companies will have to show organisational learning and 

acceptance of the issue, building on awareness (organisational cognition) and understanding 

of climate change, generating adaptive capacity also enabling risk assessment and risk 

management if avoiding negative impacts generated by climate change or possibly take 

advantage of arising opportunities. Doing so, companies will have to access information also 

expanding their common frames of reference.  

 

With now common and acknowledged academic definition found for awareness and 

understanding in the scientific literature in this thesis awareness and understanding will be 

defined as follows, providing the ability to satisfactory evaluate and answer set research 

questions: 

� Awareness offers the ability to perceive or to be conscious of events and/or certain 

issues, as a result of a cognitive reaction, but not necessarily implying an 

understanding of the event and/or issue. 

� Understanding provides the ability to process the information at hand, using suitable 

concepts, dealing with specific issues, being the result of a psychological process 

related to an object, the surroundings, a message, stimuli or a situation.   

 

The above definitions aim to highlight that awareness and understanding does not necessarily 

go together and using the above definitions, this thesis argues that knowledge may be a result 

of awareness of different issues, but is still relying on understanding if the knowledge is to be 

put to use. Using the above definition it can further be argued that understanding is 

representing a deeper level than awareness and possibly also knowledge it self.  
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Methodology 

This section describes the method of research used to study corporate awareness, understanding and 

Corporate Climate Change Adaptation and how the methods was used to investigate the research 

problem, find and answer the set research questions and analyze collected information. 

Selecting a Set of Methods 

Connecting enterprising and climate change an interest in on-going Corporate Climate 

Change Adaptation arose. Encountering a study on corporate adaptation from 2009 that 

collected and summarized 201 sources from the public sector, the private sector and academia 

and that had only encountered and analysed one study from the manufacturing industry 

(Nitkin et. al. 2009e) led to a primary focus on manufacturing. The research scope was further 

limited by only including the textile industry. With focus established two research questions 

were set, see introduction, allowing for design of a research plan.  

 

According to Holme and Solvang (1986), when conducting research it is important to select 

methods that are suitable for the posed research questions, as the methods are the means to 

getting a better understanding of the issue and finding answers to the research questions. 

Doing so, one can either choose qualitative and/or quantitative methods. (Holme and Solvang 

1986)  

A qualitative approach allows the researcher to get in-depth knowledge, however only from a 

few research units and not allowing for any assessment of what is general, or any judgement 

of the general representativeness of the results. Instead the qualitative approach, enabling 

flexibility, allows for getting an understanding of the context and surrounding structure, as the 

researcher has the opportunity to study a phenomenon from within and get on a personal level 

with respondents or research units. (Holme and Solvang 1986) 

Quantitative research methods, on the other hand, encloses a larger selection of research units, 

then allowing the researcher to draw more wide-reaching conclusions, and indentify what is 

commonly occurring and general. The quantitative approach is more analogous with an 

observation, according to Holme and Solvang (1986), not giving the researcher a personal 

connection to the research unit or respondents. Quantitative research is striving to find 

explanations to what rather than an in-depth understanding of why, as qualitative research 

does. (Holme and Solvang 1986) 
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Focusing on Swedish fashion and textile companies a qualitative approach was chosen, only 

enclosing a limited number of research units, striving to increase the understanding of the 

specific area of study. Investigating and studying awareness and understanding, looking to 

corporate adaptive capacity, and Corporate Climate Change Adaptation a case study 

incorporating face-to-face interviews was conducted. Supplementing the case study was a 

literature review, increasing the understanding of adaptation and identifying and studying the 

theoretical framework of Corporate Climate Change Adaptation. Additionally, informal 

discussions with organizations connected to the specific line-of-business were conducted, 

incorporating their experience and specific knowledge regarding the issue studied.  

The combination of methods allowed filling different needs, building a base of issue specific 

knowledge, also giving the ability to satisfactory discuss and answer the established research 

questions, this as the methods complemented and strengthened each other, counteracting 

methodological limitations, as acknowledged by Yin, Holme and Solvang (Yin 2009, Holme 

and Solvang 1986). See figure 2 for methodological process.  

 

 
Figure 2.  The methodological process. The case study and literature review run simultaneously, giving 

each other support. Informal discussions with organizations helped analyze the collected findings. 

Literature Study 

With an aim of researching on-going and past Corporate Climate Change Adaptation and to 

acquire a deeper understanding of the issue of adaptation a literature study was conducted. 

According to Yin (2009), literature search and reviews are being the first step in a rigours and 

thorough research. 
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Secondly, the literature review also allowed increasing the insight into the connected 

theoretical background of Corporate Climate Change Adaptation. See Appendix 1 for selected 

search engines and search words in the literature search. 

Case Study 

Striving to answer the set research questions and to find answers regarding adaptation and 

awareness and understanding of climate change by the Swedish fashion and textile sector a 

case study was conducted. To limit the study, keeping in mind that the study was restricted by 

time and resources, criteria for selection of companies were set and only companies that 

fulfilled all three criteria were included in the case study. The company should: 
 

a) Be active in the Swedish textile industry – selling clothing, textile furniture or home 

textiles, having stores and head office inside Sweden. 

b) Have a cross-boarder supply chain.  

c) Have established some sort of environmental or CSR work signalling awareness of 

external issues. 

 

Thereafter a search was done, going through textile companies listed in the Swedish yellow 

pages. Sixteen corporations were selected based on the above criteria. These were: 

 

� Boomerang International AB 

� Fabric Scandinavien AB (in-

corporating Monki and Weekday) 

� GANT Company AB 

� Gina Tricot AB 

� Hemtex AB 

� Hennes & Mauritz AB 

� IKEA International Group 

� Indiska Magasinet AB 

� KappAhl AB 

� Lindex AB 

� MQ Retail AB 

� Nudie Jeans Co. AB 

� Odd Molly International AB 

� Peak Performance AB 

� Rnb Retail And Brands (incorporating 

JC, Polarn o Pyret, Sisters, Brothers, 

NK, Illumn, Steen och Ström, Kosta 

Outlet) 

� Åhléns AB 

 

Lindex AB, however matching set criteria, was instantly excluded and did not receive an 

invite as the company on their official homepage decline taking part in student led surveys’ or 
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academic essay writing. The remaining companies were contacted and invited to take part in 

the study. 

Eight of the invited companies (Boomerang International AB, Fabric Scandinavien AB, 

Hemtex AB, Nudie Jeans Co. AB, Indiska Magasinet AB, KappAhl AB, Rnb Retail And Brands 

AB, Anonymous company) chose to take part in the study, agreeing to participate in interviews, 

contributing with their specific knowledge, also describing their corporate activities.  

One of the participating companies however specifically asked to be able to stay fully 

anonymous and is therefore not fully presented or describe, yet contributing with their 

answers in the findings section of this report. For a description of participating companies see 

appendix 2. 

Interviews and Discussions 

The case study, building on interviews, focused on investigating the awareness and 

understanding of climate change among companies, investigating if companies had started to 

consider climate change impacts and if and what adaptive measures were undertaken  by the 

companies.  

 

Gillham states: “The form and style of an interview is determined by its purpose” (Gillham 

2000, page 1.)  With the business representatives from the eight companies one-hour long, 

semi-structured, face-to-face personal interviews were conducted. See Appendix 3 for used 

interview questions, Appendix 4 for questions translated into English.   

As the goal was to get as honest answers as possible the respondents did not receive the 

interview questions on forehand. Instead an introduction to the study was sent to them, also 

describing the areas that were going to be included and discussed in and during the interview. 

See Appendix 5 for information sent to the participating company representatives.  

 

Representing the companies were CSR managers, Quality managers or Production managers. 

The ones that came to present the different companies did so after being appointed suitable 

and aware of the area of research when first contact was made with the companies, calling the 

telephone switchboard asking who was responsible for the environmental and climate issues.  
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“An interview is a conversation, […] where one person – the interviewer – is seeking 

responses for a particular purpose from the other person: the interviewee”, according to 

Gillham, (Gillham 2000, page 1.) 

The interviews were done keeping in mind trying not to guide the respondent, which is one of 

the common pitfalls of personal, structured or semi-structured interviews. Furthermore, 

getting honest answers built on a certain, indispensible level of trust. (Holme and Solvang 

1986) Achieving that trust was done by establishing a relation between the respondent and 

researcher and by creating a non-threatening atmosphere, proving trustworthiness and 

credibility. According to Holme and Solvang (1986), first when trust is established the 

research situation becomes meaningful. 

 

Face-to-face interviews can be criticized for being time consuming, but they allowed for 

flexibility and the possibility of immediately posing follow-up question widening the 

discussion and deepening into specific issues. The interviews also provided immediate 

answers, however not with the possibly pre-suspected 100 % response rate. Using open-ended 

questions also allowed respondents to have largely diverging responses and to discuss the 

topics more freely, as confirmed by Gillham (2000). 

During interviews the use of a recording device allowed for providing accuracy when 

collecting responses, also offering the opportunity to report quotations as accurately as 

possible, however later transformed by translation.  

During two interviews when the respondents did not agree to being recorded notes were 

instead taken. After transcription all interviews were sent to the respondents for approval, also 

giving them the opportunity to comment on their interview responses. 

 

Supplementing the interviews with business representatives and the information collected in 

the literature review informal discussions with representatives from trade and monitoring 

organisations (Swedwatch and TEKO) were conducted, listening to their point of view, 

incorporating their knowledge about the specific area of research and discussing identified 

trends. The discussions aimed at increasing the insight into ongoing Corporate Climate 

Change Adaptation, and if possible enable wider conclusions to be made, incorporating the 

entire Swedish fashion and textile industry. For a description of the organizations see 

appendix 6. 
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Analysis of Findings 

Interviews were transcribed allowing for answers and quotations to be collected. Key points 

were identified and grouped, enabling a selection to be made of suitable or highlighting 

quotations. Concerning some specific issues the textile companies were re-contacted and were 

asked to answers a couple of follow-up questions and comment on quotations and findings. 

All findings were then summarised, grouped and analysed by matching them to the identified 

and selected theoretical background, also using the theoretical framework as a basis for 

analysis.  

Furthermore, the collected answers were matched against each other, in the search for 

differences or similarities between companies, identifying an overall picture. 

Critical Reflection of Data Sources 

In connection to conducted face-to-face interviews the findings can always be criticized as 

being a result of the level of trust established by the researcher, influencing the answers given 

by the respondent. In this case, the answers given by particular respondents may also have 

been influenced by how secure the respondent felt inside the specific company, affecting their 

ability or feeling of opportunity to speak freely, keeping to truth not only quoting corporate 

slogans and PR-wording. The answers provided by respondents and their ability to discuss the 

area of research may also have been determined by personal interest of the respondent and 

level of stress during the timeframe of interviewing. 

In this particular case the interview response may also have been a direct result of how well-

informed and knowledgeable the respondent was and how well communication and 

knowledge spreading worked inside the specific corporation, determining the possibility for 

unplanned follow-up questions outside of the exact area of knowledge of the respondent.  

Without having full insight into the company it was and is impossible to determine if the 

selected or appointed company representative was the most suitable persons for interviewing 

regarding the area of research. It is therefore possible that the responses may have been 

dependent on the selected company representatives’ role inside the company, if the 

respondent was CSR, Quality or Production manager. It is also possible that some questions 

would have been answered differently if other company representatives, as for example board 

members or the CEO would have been interviewed, which however was not done, according 

to set research plan.  
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As the interviews were recorded followed by transcription and translation this may also have 

resulted in an unwanted transformation of data, distorting interview responses. Additionally, 

with only verbal reports, not confirmed by contacting suppliers in foreign countries, the 

responses by company representatives may also not correspond to reality, as highlighted also 

by Yin (2009).  

 

With many Swedish fashion and textile companies not agreeing to take part in the study, it is 

thinkable that also this may have resulted in a distortion of the overall picture of awareness, 

understanding and Corporate Climate Change Adaptation of Swedish fashion and textile 

companies. It is possible that corporations declined taking part in this particular study due to 

fear of negatively affecting company reputation or the feeling of not being competent enough. 

It is therefore possible that that the collected results are producing a too great picture of 

company awareness and understanding, and with no information found concerning Corporate 

Climate Change Adaptation on the official homepages of the companies declining 

participation, no external information could either be collected making this misgiving 

impossible to investigated.  

The overall picture may furthermore have been influenced by that the participating companies 

did not give full answers or that the companies who did chose not to participate did so 

determined not to give away company secrets affecting competitive advantage.  

 

The information found and selected in the literature review was influenced by the relatively 

few sources and reports available connected to this specific area of research. Corporate 

Climate Change Adaption is yet a relatively uncharted and unexplored area. The hits in the 

literature search can however also be evaluated as being a result of online access to databases, 

resulting in a possible exclusion of some sources. Secondly, also the self-elected exclusion of 

online books may have contributed to exclusion of additional information. It is also thinkable 

that the selected search words may have influenced the outcome with a relatively small 

amount of useful and relevant information. Nonetheless, with Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation being as new to research as it seems it is possible that the connection Climate 

Change and Corporate Adaptation, when specifically excluding resource management, is yet 

to be made, today resulting in an unwilling exclusion of facts and knowledge.  
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Validity of Study 

The findings collected by interviewing gave a coherent picture of corporate awareness, 

understanding and action. The findings were also confirmed in discussion with business 

organisations. Both Swedwatch having long experience monitoring corporate activities and 

behaviour and TEKO having great insight into the particular area of business agreed to the 

identified picture of corporate awareness and understanding and Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation.  

Supported by scarce but aligning literature, and confirmed by monitoring and line-of-business 

organizations this study can be considered to be valid.  
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Findings 

Focusing on Corporate Climate Change Adaptation and connecting ongoing corporate activities to 

awareness and understanding of climate change, corporate adaptive capacity and organizational 

learning the case study, supported by the literature review, aimed at answering two questions: 

 

1. How great is the awareness and understanding of climate change effects among Swedish fashion 

and textile companies, connected to their own activities, especially their supply chains? 

2. Are Swedish fashion and textile companies adapting to coming climate change effects, or planning 

for adaptation? If so, what are they doing? 

 

Participating in a one-hour long interview the company representatives were presented with 23 

questions connected to Corporate Climate Change Adaptation. This section presents the findings of 

the conducted study, complemented by the discussions held with TEKO and Swedwatch.  

Corporate Awareness and Understanding of Climate Change Effects  

Facing change and adapting will rely on great and wide-based knowledge. For corporations 

this will entail having awareness and understanding of climate change increasing the ability to 

make decisions handling interconnected uncertainty and risk, develop strategies incorporating 

climate change, ultimately showing organizational learning.  

The respondents were asked to discuss climate change and describe how they perceive the 

issue of climate change, as the goal was to determine how far-reaching their awareness of 

climate change was, especially in connection to their specific business activities and needs. 

(Question 1)   

 

“It is a big issue, like many others, especially in the long run when considering the effects it will have.” 

Company A 
 

“Climate change might possibly involve adaptation. We need to be prepared for change.”  Company D 
 

“The climate change issue is very important. It is an issue of what will happen to humans and nature, how 

production will be influenced, how water availability, flooding pattern and mean temperature will change, 

possibly determining where humans can and can not live and work. Climate change will have a large effect, 

however not to the same extent where we have our stores, but off course also the sales markets can be 

affected.” Company E 
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“Climate change is a fact. Climate change could radically transform the corporate play ground.”  

Company F 
 

 “Using a wider perspective climate change is a major threat, especially if change comes as fast as science 

is indicating. However, using a micro-perspective it is also an opportunity. But before reaching a stage 

when opportunities can be developed a phase of risk management has to come.” Company H 

 

All but two respondents agreed to that climate change had become an important corporate 

issue.  

 

When describing awareness as the ability to perceive or to be conscious of events and/or a 

certain issue it does not necessarily include understanding of the event and/or issue. Referring 

to understanding as incorporating the ability to process information and being able to 

accurately use suitable concepts when dealing with specific issues the company 

representatives were asked about their familiarity with concepts connected to climate change 

(Question 2 and 3). Four out of eight respondents were familiar with one or two of the terms 

of adaptation and mitigation. However, only one of the respondents was able to 

independently describe the individual concepts and a second respondent was able to do so 

with minimal support.  

 

From a business perspective, corporations acting against the negative effects of climate 

change can either do so by mitigating change or adapting to it. As Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation is connected to understanding and knowledge about climate change effects and 

connected direct and indirect impacts the understanding of corporations and business 

representatives is of essential importance.  

As a basis for our discussion the companies were asked where globally they had production 

and what resources they were depending on.  

The most common supplier country was Turkey, having suppliers with production units and 

production by all participating companies, however not necessarily quantitively dominating 

production, see figure 3 and 4 below. 

In some cases when asked to list the resources used and needed by the companies in their 

business activities this seemed to pose a challenge, not being a topic for daily consideration.  
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Figure 3. Map of regions of production (blue areas), however not presenting the exact  locations of 

production as not all companies could specify this.  (Authors figure)  
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Figure 4. Number of companies having production or suppliers in either one or more of the above stated 

countries or regions. The graph does however not describe quantitative distribution of production between 

countries.  
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Two company representatives independently also added that today they were not even aware 

of how large their resource use or dependence was, including how much water or energy in 

total was being used. Commented on by Swedwatch, the companies were said not to be in full 

control of the production processes or supply chains, especially as sub-suppliers not always 

were communicated or even in some cases kept secret by the suppliers.  

 

Based on the established picture of production, supply chains and resource use the business 

representatives were then asked to discuss and describe what resources and corporate needs 

would be influenced by on-going or future climate change.  

The set of questions (Question 7) separated companies into two blocks, the first group only 

including cotton. 

“Cotton could become more expensive.” Company C 
 

“The supply of cotton could become less abundant.” Company E 

 

The second group, showing a more wide ranging understanding and insight added: 

 

“We would need to adapt our range of products with consideration for weather changes and seasonal 

changes. This feels truly hypothetical though as we do not know what is going to happen. And we are not 

affected directly as we do not own any of the factories. Secondly, we would not be the only ones affected by 

this.”  Company A 
 

”The resources of cotton and water will be affected. In some areas there will be water shortages, in others 

there will be flooding. The cultivation area for cotton may be moved. Also humans and societies will be 

affected by climate change and that will affect us.” Company B 
 

“The production of natural fibre could come in conflict with the production of food for a growing global 

population. Changes to the social environment would affect us largely as opportunities for production and 

transportation is depending on social welfare. Also the supply of petroleum oil, energy and water might 

affect us as a result of climate change. However, it is likely that textile companies would find other ways 

and materials. Maybe drastic changes like this are needed if a change shall come.” Company D 
 

“Cotton is especially sensitive to climate changes, but also a shortage of clean water and other basic 

resources and raw materials could be expected. The way of transportation used today could become 

affected. However, awareness and innovation could possibly also lead to new opportunities” Company F 
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“Cotton production will be affected by climate change. The quality of the fibre gets lower and that is 

noticeable already today. It is hard to get the same yields as before and therefore the price goes up. There 

is also likely to be an influence on the water resources.” Company G 

 

None out of the eight companies had started analysing the effects of climate change on their 

own business activities and processes (Question 6). One business representative explained 

“This is a new dimension to environmental and CSR work” 

 

Furthermore, the business representatives were asked to discuss how business activities and 

processes were and/or will be influenced by climate change.  
 

“It is possible that there would be an effect on company processes and activities by climate change. 

However, that would be something that would not only affect us but the whole textile sector. Climate 

change is happening so slowly and in the fashion industry one work with 3-months focus, so if needed to 

change the corporate organisation, if largely affected, it would not be that difficult. It is a very quick-

changing sector.” Company A 
 

“Nothing will happen soon that is affecting our activities.” Company C 
 

“It will certainly arise a situation with new threats and opportunities, possibly leading to changes in areas 

of production. New material and new varieties of cotton can also lead to new opportunities, however also 

new threats if the new cotton varieties are more sensitive to climate change and weather variations, which 

could lead to price increase. And there can certainly also be cumulative effects. Probably all activities will 

be affected by climate change. Today however, no such influence is noticeable.” Company D 
 

“There needs to be a connection between climate change and the companies own activities and processes. 

Today we are working with general identification of risks and have action plans for those, and we have 

started to look to environmental issues like water and energy.” Company H 

 

Separating understanding from awareness the companies were asked to rank their own 

awareness and understanding of climate change, especially connected to their own business 

activities, supply chains and needs, on a scale from 1 to 5, 5 being fully aware or 

understanding (Question 5 and 10). The answers resulted in a somewhat diverging picture, as 

seen in figure 5 below.  
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Secondarily, the company representatives were asked to whom these levels of awareness and 

understanding were corresponding, and if there were those who needed to know more. 

(Question 9) The respondents who gave their companies high ranking was characterised by 

having aware upper management and key personal.  

 

Directing the scope externally to the suppliers the respondents gave a diverging picture of 

awareness and understanding (Question 11 and 12). One block of companies said that their 

suppliers new sufficiently or even in some cases more than the company itself and that they 

had expressed fear of climate change effects, especially as the Copenhagen climate 

conference was going on. Especially producers of yarn and textile were aware of the effects of 

climate change and environmental degradation, said one respondent. Some company 

representatives explained the external awareness as being a result of long cooperation and 

being a response to demands and rules set by their company. 

Contradicting this picture, some respondents replied that the suppliers did not show signs of 

sufficient awareness, especially suppliers located in Asia. Swedwatch described the suppliers 

to be overburdened, not having the resources or knowledge to be innovative. Demands set by 

companies and the extremely competitive business environment were said to not have left any 

resources available for improvements. 

Figure 5. Rating from 1-
5 of level of awareness 
and understanding done 
by companies A-H. 
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Furthermore, the production or purchasing departments were by some companies said to ever 

so often show signs of insufficient awareness and understanding of climate change effects. 

Swedwatch added, “It is with design that the process starts”. 

 

Connecting to knowledge, awareness and understanding the company representatives were 

asked about barriers of communication, especially with external parties, and six out of eight 

company representatives admitted to these existing (Question 14). Three company 

representatives referred to barriers as being cultural.  

 

“We and our suppliers are living in different worlds. Local problems have great impact on communication 

and production. It is important to establish personal contact for communication to work.” Company C 

 

Barriers to top-down communication were attributed to lack of knowledge by the suppliers or 

that motivation was low or lacking in order to receive new information. Offering a solution 

one company representative said:  

 

“Being a large customer with contracts stretching over longer time frames can work as a motor for 

perceptiveness by the supplier.” Company E 

 

No company admitted to language being a communication barrier. “It has rather to do with 

hierarchical or structural barriers”, one respondent explained. ”Also corruption is 

influencing the flow of information,” a second company representative added.  

 

Furthermore, it has been said that scientists have not been able to reach across, not being able 

to communicate the message, as shortly discussed in the introduction. Climate change have 

for a long time been an issue of the future, not something happening today. Business 

representatives and managers are commonly operating in the now, planning only for the near 

future. Believing that change will not come in the next 6 months to maximally 5 years it has 

generally been excluded from business planning and not included into business strategies. 

Scientists have felt frustration over the gap of knowledge, noticeable by the slow pace of 

acceptance from the business community (Tällberg 2006).  

Responding to this, the company representatives were asked what sources they used when 

investigating new issues and extending their understanding and knowledge (Question 4). Five 
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out of eight referred to issue specific cooperation’s and networks, only one respondent 

admitted to commonly using scientific literature and sources, see figure 6 below.  The 

representatives said that scientific sources were too specific when the knowledge needed was 

more wide-reaching. Scientific sources, sometimes also legal sources, were furthermore said 

not to be applicable to the business activities. Type of source was however specific to issue at 

hand. Four company representatives also referred to work experience and three referred to 

earlier education as a basis for information.  
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Figure 6. Type of sources used by company representatives when searching for new information.   

 

The company representatives were asked if they had experienced that there were gaps of 

knowledge concerning climate change, especially connected to their business activities, 

processes and needs (Question 13). 

 

“We haven’t yet started looking at the impact of climate change on our activities etc. This is nothing that 

has been handled yet.” Company A 
 

“There are great gaps in knowledge connected to climate change effects and impacts. We haven’t had time 

to consider that yet, but we will have to.” Company B 
 

“There are large gaps regarding the effect of climate change.” Company C 
 

“There is awareness of the problem but we do not know how and when to act.” Company D 
 

“We don’t know how climate change will impact on the company so off course there is a gap. No one 

knows.” Company E 
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“There are certainly gaps of knowledge regarding the issue but there is probably also too little reflection 

regarding the issue and what effects climate change will have on us. There is concern for the environment 

but no reflection regarding the direct effects of climate change. It is perhaps naïve but one likes to think 

that there won’t be any effect.” Company F 
 

“Still we do not know the effects of climate change and its magnitude. We also lack knowledge regarding 

our own resource use, how much water we are using and how much energy.” Company G 

 

In discussion with Swedwatch it was highlighted that the level of knowledge by companies 

regarding environmental issues has been fairly low. “For them these issues are not part of 

their business, therefore not becoming prioritised”. Swedwatch also added that it has seemed 

to be hesitancy and resistance by companies to deal with environmental issues. One company 

admitted that when networking with other companies these had expressed a reluctance to deal 

with climate change, not finding the issue truly important, also not understanding that they 

themselves would be affected.   
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Corporate Adaptation to Climate Change  

After decades of research we still don’t grasp the full extent of the phenomena climate change, 

as it is incorporating great complexity, and still is connected to great uncertainty as we don’t 

know the magnitude or rate of climate and ecological change to come.  As predicting the 

future is no easy task this gives us no exact answers to when or how to deal with climate 

change, making it difficult finding smooth and suitable change and adaptation processes. 

Nonetheless the ability to act in advance of climate change avoiding risk and developing and 

exploiting opportunities is deeply connected to the level of awareness and understanding of 

climate change. Nonetheless, as often stated, to be able to build competitive advantage and to 

fully exploit opportunities companies have to start early, innovate and fully investigate new 

opportunities, taking the lead (Ankarstig et al. 2003). 

 

None of the eight companies had started to think about Corporate Climate Change Adaption 

or identified business risks, threats or opportunities connected to climate change (Question 

16) and all respondents showed difficulty in not mixing the concepts of mitigation and 

adaptation when continuing discussions, even after the two concepts had been clearly 

described and separated.  
  

“It is hard to know when and how to act. It is connected to difficult choices. We are lacking tools to act and 

adaptation is intimately connected to economic resources. It is all about well known behaviour patterns.”  

Company D 
 

“We can’t protect ourselves.” Company E 
 

“There is a lack of being proactive regarding the issue of climate change, especially among agents and 

producers, which could benefit them. Naturally one has to adapt to the reality one is part of.  But, it is one 

thing to know and one to act.” Company F 

 

In discussion however one company showed larger acceptance of the issue of adaptation than 

the others saying: ”We will have to look into this. The idea [of climate change adaptation] has 

arisen and a discussion has begun.”  
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When asked about risk management in connection to climate change and weather variability 

all company representatives denied this occurring (Question 17). “The suppliers are dealing 

with the impacts of climate change, looking for new alternatives”, one company said. 

However, when redirected to their business activities connecting to resource needs and the use 

of suppliers some company representatives admitted that when selecting location for 

production the process for picking suppliers had changed during the last two years. The 

resources assigned for risk management had also increased over the years.  

Respondents also described that today there is a race going on looking for alternative ways in 

production, a focus on lowering the dependence on water and energy, and that textile 

companies are looking for alternative fibre, lowering the dependence on cotton. However, in 

the process of development and risk management the notion of climate change adaptation was 

not yet included but could possibly become an indirect effect of actions undertaken. 

 

As no company had truly started planning for adaptation there was also no personnel assigned 

to investigate this area, and none was responsible for analyzing and communicating climate 

change effects on company activities, processes, supply chain and needs (Question 15, 16 and 

18). One more hindrance for adaptation measures was the apparent lack in tools for risk 

identification and analysis, tools for identifying opportunities or collecting and investigating 

climate change effects. Especially scientific tools were lacking and the processes of risk and 

opportunity identification were said to be based on ad hoc approaches and when identifying 

new threats, risks and opportunities the CSR, Quality and Production managers did not admit 

to have any specific frameworks but that they rather reacted to internal and external stimuli, 

answering to existing legal and other rules or wishes specified by the upper management or 

company board.  

No company had either received external demands for climate proofing or climate change 

adaptation (Question 19). 

 

Continuing the discussion the company representatives were asked to discuss what effects 

could come as a result of their action or lack of action, and who would become affected and 

were in the process change could be expected, ones again going back to their level of 

understanding, now connecting to Corporate Climate Change Adaptation, but also 

investigating future change (Question 8 and 21).  
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“As it is not our factories and we are only using suppliers one would probably not stretch that far to 

provoke change. We can not dictate or change their business activities and processes. But if it is a small 

supplier with whom we have had long relations it is thinkable to find new forms of cooperation. Adaptation 

would probably come as response to an external demand, from say customers, and the adaptation would be 

directed at meeting customer demands.” Company A 
 

“Sales numbers would decrease if countries would fall or be largely affected. The growth potential would 

than decrease and we would lose out. Lowered sales would then be the large threat. Also production would 

be affected.” Company B 
 

“The economic vulnerability is great. Already today the production and order schedules are affected from 

time to time, influencing transportation. Local disturbance are extending production timeframes. It has 

already happened that a weather disturbance has affected the customer. A flooding influenced the 

timeframes extensively and then it took considerably longer time for the products to reach the stores.” 

Company C 
 

 “Likely all activities will more or less be affected, which then also would affect the employees. Adaptation 

would first of all include a positive reputation build and spreading.” Company D 
 

“Well, probably. Customers would be positively affected. But it is likely that prices would rise.”  

Company G 

 

Finally the company representatives were asked how their company would act if production 

would be negatively affected by climate change effects, local uproar, or reoccurring or long-

lasting weather extremes (Question 23). No company denied that they sooner or later would 

end contracts with the supplier if either timeframes were extended resulting in that the 

products would not be delivered on time or that product quality would not be sufficient. 

Separating the companies was how long periods they were able to accept disturbance, varying 

from one unacceptable episode to months or years. Something influencing the reputation of 

the company or brand would however never be acceptable.  

 

“If we would choose to end contracts with a supplier, they would lose that income” Company A 

“If we were going to leave a supplier, the supplier would first have to be classified as unacceptable, [using 

established company criteria]. If that would happen we would wait for the order to be produced, then we 

would end the cooperation.” Company B 
 

“A producer that does not fulfil set criteria and demands can be immediately excluded after delivery.” 

Company C 
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“Production site would immediately be shifted if the capacity of the supplier would not be sufficient.” 

Company D 
 

 “One would have to change supplier.” Company E 
 

“We are trying to have long contracts, sticking to specific suppliers over long timeframes and we are trying 

to support them. We can only hope that it stays that way.” Company F 

 

In discussion with TEKO, the by interviewing established picture of corporate activity, 

including no climate change adaptation, was confirmed. “We haven’t had that type of 

discussion with the companies yet when climate change adaptation is being included, however 

companies are working extensively with climate change mitigation, but also avoiding risks”. 

Risk management was explained as a natural, integrated part of the industry. “When having 

suppliers in climate sensitive regions the weather is taken into consideration, just like many 

other factors. The level of stability in the specific country is evaluated and local knowledge is 

used.” TEKO added: “It is a big difference if you own your factories or if you just use 

suppliers. If you own the factories your self you really have to think things thru.” None of the 

companies participating in this study owned their own factories.  

 

Furthermore, pointed out in discussion with TEKO “Successfully exploiting new opportunities 

can not be done reactively. It has to be based on a process of planning and innovation. What 

can be the problem and how can we solve that? Only then will one succeed.”  

 

Highlighted by TEKO, but also established in interviews, was that the most important factors 

identified by companies today are product quality, control of costs and delivery control and 

security.  

 

Discussing sensitivity to change, especially climate change focusing on the textile industry the 

representative at TEKO explained: “The sensitivity to change is different on different stages in 

the production process. The confection unit including the garment or textile artefact 

production is the most flexible.” 
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Analysis of Findings 

Connecting empirical evidence and the theoretical framework an analysis of the findings were 

conducted. This section presents the analysis, discussing the collected findings and their relation to 

the established theoretical background of Corporate Climate Change Adaptation.   

Awareness and Understanding 

The Swedish fashion and textile companies show awareness and acceptance of the climate 

change issue, agreeing to that it will have ecological and social consequences. However, they 

do commonly not connect climate change to their own status. With many companies focusing 

an effort toward climate change mitigation they have difficulty of turning the issue around, 

understanding that climate change directly as well as indirectly also will affect them, their 

specific supply chains, business needs and activities. Even though companies have accepted 

the issue of climate change some still see the climate change impacts as purely hypothetical, 

while others say that they have already noticed some effects that can be attributed to on-going 

climate change.  

 

Secondly, the Swedish fashion and textile companies do show some understanding of climate 

change effects regarding natural resources but ones again do not particularly connect climate 

change to the own business activities and it appears that the level of awareness and 

understanding do vary greatly between companies and can be partly derived by personal 

knowledge and education of personnel assigned responsible. The specific knowledge, interest 

and focus of the CEO or company board also seems to be of essential importance for how far-

reaching the environmental work is and what resources are assigned to focus on climate 

change, as described by TEKO.  

Hampering the understanding of climate change impacts, and the identification of climate 

change connected business risk, is that corporations appear to have mentally disconnected 

them selves from their suppliers. As the companies seldom own the factories or production 

units, these are not fully included into risk management and thought processes. As pointed out 

by Swedwatch, there has also been a tendency not to focus on or avoid environmental issues.  

 

The subjective rating of awareness and understanding done by companies were clearly 

diverging and appeared to be a mixed result of a wish of being aware, have understanding of 
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climate change impacts and the occurring environmental and mitigative work at the company, 

not considering the aim or result of that work. Even without a precise set standard for what 

was representing 1 to 5 in the ranking scale, in my opinion it is questionable if any company 

showed a higher understanding than at maximum 3. No company showed high or even 

adequate understanding or awareness of the connection climate change impacts and influence 

on business activities to be managing risks. It might however be the lack of tools, possibilities, 

resources or sufficient analysis of the issue that generates this result. One company also 

admitting to naivety.   

 

Today there is no focus on adaptation or climate change effects on business activities. One 

respondent said: “It is one thing to know and one to act”. However, in this particular situation 

I find it to be questionable and one can ask; if you believe in the seriousness of the situation, 

how can you then stay passive? Not acting or searching for adaptive measures, not identifying 

climate change risks and opportunities may come down to knowledge and belief or the level 

of acceptance of the climate change issue.  

Using the framework set by the Tällberg foundation (2006), all companies had come to accept 

climate change, passing phase 1 of full denial (“It is not true”) but many are still at the second 

phase of early acceptance - Denial of relevance “It is true, but it is not happening to us” or 

phase 3 - Denial of urgency “It is happening to us, but not now”. (Tällberg foundation 2006, 

page 23) Only one company seemed to have accepted that change was going on today, 

affecting them, however without any extensive evaluation of what was going on or having any 

action undertaken. 

 

Furthermore, there still appears to be gaps in the communication between science and the 

private sector. Company representatives have admitted not reading, sometimes also avoiding 

scientific reports, as confirmed by TEKO (a Swedish business organization for fashion and 

textile companies), but companies do get new information by publications by business 

organizations, newsletters, line-of-business or issue specific newspapers that are “spreading 

the word”. In that way information reaches companies and business representatives, however 

possibly preselected, simplified and time delayed. This may also be a likely explanation for 

why only two company representatives had the knowledge of the to climate change 

commonly connected concepts, only one representative independently being able to use the 
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concepts. This result would furthermore be questionable and one can ask if this result would 

be an outcome of language use, separating academia from the private sector, but in this 

particular situation this did not seem to be the case.  

As stated by Berkhout et. al. (2006), the interpretation of information received and what result 

internal and external stimuli is generating seems to be dependent on “[t]he frames of reference 

used by the organization” and that there is a “resistance to draw conclusions that challenge 

the frames of reference” (Berkhout et. al. 2006, page 138), as also pointed out by Swedwatch.  

Current Corporate Climate Change Adaptation 

Demonstrably the acceptance of climate change impacts to influence corporate activities is 

diverging between companies and not all companies accept that climate change is happening 

to them, soon or at all, referring to a hypothetical nature of climate change. Nonetheless, 

acceptance of climate change is of essence for building adaptive capacity, adapting, reducing 

vulnerability, promoting resilience and striving toward sustainability. Bleda and Shackley 

(2008) stated that corporations often show resistance to change and adaptation, due to either 

a.) the nature of organisational capabilities or b.) lack of organisational cognition. In this case 

it might be a combination of the two. Admittedly many of the participating companies lacked 

full or satisfactory knowledge of climate change impacts and effects. 

 

The interviews and informal discussions identified that Swedish fashion and textile companies 

have not yet started investigating their business threats and opportunities generated by climate 

change and they have not planned for or implemented any risk management regarding climate 

change. The textile companies have not yet started adapting their business activities, 

processes or needs to a changing climate system, at least not using those words. Some 

companies even expressed that there is no point in adapting as the level of uncertainty 

connected to the issue is determined high. However, with risk management being a natural 

characteristic of business some consideration to climate and seasonal variability is already 

taken, however not necessarily using that phrasing and not including that the climate situation 

may change or is already changing. It seems that the companies today still view the climate 

system as largely stagnant.  
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Furthermore, the interviewed company representatives described no fear of climate change 

impacts connected to their own activities, believing that they will have time to adapt and 

adjust activities “when it happens” or when (if) the situation gets more severe.  

 

With no focus on the climate change impact on the company it self, excluding external units 

as for example suppliers and sub-suppliers and with no resources assigned for doing so 

companies have not analyzed the impact of climate change.  

Moreover, it is clear that companies or at least not the interviewed company representatives 

have started to identify or seriously consider benefits from adaptation or possibilities 

connected to climate change. They have not considered the competitive advantage generated 

by Corporate Climate Change Adaptation and most companies have not identified that 

companies will be affected differently due to having activities and production in different 

regions. However, as mentioned earlier, not all companies will be as severely affected or at 

least not in the same way or at the same time.  

 

In the space of no Corporate Climate Change Adaptation in the Swedish fashion and textile 

business there is today great room for innovation, fresh thinking and adaptation allowing the 

innovators to gain from great competitive advantage when the process of climate change 

continues and becomes more eminent. Nonetheless, studying the current corporate picture it 

becomes clear that companies will need help in the adaptation process, lacking tools and 

sometimes also specific in-house knowledge. Resources and roles have to be assigned, just 

like in any change process.  

 

Corporate Climate Change Adaptation may also not be an area where customer demand may 

be expected, contradicting the beliefs of certain company representatives, but where 

companies if keeping their strong business focus will have to act following their own head, 

striving to keep market shares, increase resilience and competitiveness, not waiting for 

external stimuli from the public, governments or authorities. 

 

Berkhout et. al. (2006) stated that routines are changed and re-implemented when the 

organization experiences some novel situation for which routines have yet not been developed, 

existing routines have been proven unsuccessful or can be improved. It can be assumed that 
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this has not yet happened and one company representative said:  “For a focus on climate 

change adaption to appear some sort of notion of crisis or a new risk analysis needs to be 

presented that make the members of the board react.” Nonetheless, corporate proactivity 

would render many gains. 

 

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the success of adaption is dependent on the adaptive 

capacity. Interviewed textile companies considered them selves having high adaptive capacity, 

a statement partly confirmed by TEKO. The adaptive capacity was nonetheless by TEKO 

determined to vary inside the corporate process and supply chain.  

Companies admitted that they would be changing their supply chain if disruptions in 

productions would occur or if quality or delivery security would decrease. It is however 

questionable how easy it would be to find new suppliers with short notice, especially if the 

location or area of production would have to be changed. The textile companies have them 

selves stated that starting cooperation with new suppliers, getting them to fulfil code of 

conducts is time consuming.  

Secondly, having to quickly change supplier would possibly also include having to renounce 

some factors today established as important, also renouncing the common cooperation 

demands including code of conduct possibly affecting corporate reputation and brand.  

 

In connection to climate change impacts and effects the adaptive capacity of organisations 

may also be hampered by a characteristic short term thinking and planning by decision 

makers and managers. Adaptive capacity may be high in meeting customer demands but may 

not be the same in the case of production and supply chain. It is thinkable that the companies, 

regarding this particular issue, overestimate their ability. If not adapting prior to experiencing 

negative climate change impacts it is most likely that companies will face significant income 

loss, affecting shareholders, employees and future development. Furthermore, awareness 

alone will not build adaptive capacity. Companies will have to understand the problem, 

identify risks and threats and possible opportunities to be able to adapt, using scientific 

sources themselves making this type of information available for consideration. Nonetheless, 

as pointed out by Schipper (2007) an organisation can never be fully protected or climate 

proofed.  
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Furthermore, Corporate Climate Change Adaptation may not be a part of CSR, but rather the 

other side of the coin. However, if adaptive action would be taken by corporations to reduce 

their exposure to climate risks this would without a doubt affect more than the corporation 

itself. It could help reduce vulnerability or build resilience within communities linked to the 

corporation’s activities, for instance through supply chains, depending on region and scale of 

practice and the ways in which a corporation chooses to adapt.  

With no adaptation on the other hand, and with increasing climate change effects on 

production this would also affect local communities and developing regions. As mentioned, if 

suppliers did not present a textile or garment quality high enough or if the goods would not be 

delivered on time repeatedly the companies would most likely shortly after or directly switch 

supplier. Local communities and economy would become negatively influenced as 

subsistence would default. It would also not be unthinkable that producing regions and 

countries would be affected by rather quick changes, if companies would abandon long used 

suppliers and certain production areas.  

 

Finally, if ongoing corporate development, focusing on resource management, should be 

assigned an adaptation label “autonomous” or “spontaneous” would be the closest match, as 

companies included in the case study today do not respond to the changes in the climate 

system but only the direct and indirect effects in the ecosystems and society. Nonetheless, this 

appears to be a adaptive process the companies them self are not aware of, at least not framed 

using the concept of Corporate Climate Change Adaptation. 

 

With ongoing mitigation companies could have been expected to show great understanding of 

climate change however, this study identified that six out of the eight companies had reached 

awareness accepting climate change but only showing minimal understanding of climate 

change. Two companies did not yet considered climate change to be a prioritized corporate 

issue, apparently still denying the relevance of climate change. None of the studied companies 

showed any proactivity and one company representative added; “Unfortunately we like many 

other companies are a bit reactive instead of proactive”. Confirmed by TEKO the Swedish 

fashion and textile industry had not yet started adapting to climate change and it appears that 

with the current level of knowledge no Planned or Anticipatory adaptation could be expected 

and furthermore with climate change not generating any substantial impact Reactive 

adaptation is yet to come.  
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Discussion 

As mentioned in the beginning of this thesis, the process of climate change is scientifically 

proven, measurable and already going on today. Climate change might also be one of the 

greatest threats that society is facing today (IPCC 2007, Dessai and van den Sluijs 2007). 

However, the rate and magnitude of climate changes is nearly impossible to predict as it is 

dependent on contemporary and future human activities, nonetheless having considerably 

grave impacts. On-going and future climate change is incorporating effects on global mean 

temperature, global hydrology, stressing and changing ecosystems, furthermore changing the 

patterns of extremes, ultimately impacting human society. (IPCC 2007) 

Corporations too will be affected by climate change, as climate change most likely also will 

be including negative effects on business and the global markets, influencing development 

and economic growth (Berkhout et. al. 2006, WBCSD 2008). Even with mitigation 

undertaken, striving to reduce the rate and magnitude of change, companies may most 

certainly be affected by direct or indirect effects of climate change (Berkhout et. al. 2006, 

WBCSD 2008). Affected by climate change companies will most certainly also experience 

direct or indirect impact on their corporate activities, business needs and processes, including 

effects on established supply chains and on-going production (WBCSD 2008).  

 

Corporate Climate Change Adaptation offers companies a solution – responding to climate 

change and interconnected uncertainties, adjusting to noticed or expected climate change 

effects, focusing on avoiding negative consequences and/or possibly taking advantage of new 

opportunities. Corporate climate change may help in gaining competitive advantage and 

market shares, but also lower costs generate by climate change and variability. (WBCSD 2008, 

Lash and Wellington 2007, Nitkin et. al. 2009c) 

Nonetheless, companies responding to on-going and future climate change by Corporate 

Climate Change Adaptation will not necessarily encounter an easy task. As a basis for 

Corporate Climate Change Adaptation companies will have to show organisational learning, 

as well as acceptance, awareness and understanding of climate change, in order to build or 

increase adaptive capacity, enabling risk assessment and risk management. Doing so, 

companies will have to expanding their frames of reference, incorporating new information 

and modify organizational routines and behaviour. (Rudberg 2009, Berkhout et. al. 2006) 
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Studying the Swedish fashion and textile industry, with the aim of investigating corporate 

awareness and understanding of climate change and on-going and/or planned adaptation the 

findings was discouraging. Aligning with patterns of corporate awareness and understanding 

earlier identified by the Tällberg foundation (2006) the Swedish fashion and textile companies 

displayed only low awareness or understanding of climate change. 

Furthermore, it was established that the Swedish fashion and textile sector had not yet begun 

adapting to climate change and had not started to investigate climate change risks and 

opportunities, despite the common acknowledgement of on-going and future climate change.  

 

Instead of adaptation to climate change there was a “wait and see approach” apparent in the 

private sector, as also highlighted by a report by Nitkin et. al. (2009). In accordance with 

Tällberg foundation (2006), the study of the Swedish fashion and textile sector established 

that the companies portrayed a clear hesitancy to adapt, possibly as a result of limited 

knowledge concerning the exact impacts of climate change. 

An explanation to the identified corporate behaviour was however offered by Nitkin et. al. 

(2009), pointing out that companies which were not able to identify any major or significant 

short term costs or negative effects by climate change had also commonly not undertaken any 

adaptive actions.  

Nitkin et. al. (2009) including the entire private sector in their study, highlighted that it is only 

where potential market opportunities have been effortlessly identified that adaptive measures 

have been undertaken, as for example by the insurance industry, predicting great negative 

economic effects and heavy losses generated by climate change.  

 

Established in interviews the companies using the “wait and see approach” were instead 

confident of a self-appointed high adaptive capacity. Nonetheless, established during the 

study was that evaluating adaptive capacity was no easy task as it could be expected to vary.  

For the Swedish fashion and textile companies possibly having high adaptive capacity when 

meeting customer demand would not imply that they automatically had high adaptive capacity 

connected to climate change impacts. Study the Swedish fashion and textile sector the 

adaptive capacity could also be considered to vary due to how, when and if production, 

transportation or resources would be affected. 
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Opposing the picture of self-appointed high corporate adaptive capacity the study also 

identified hindrances’ to the generation of adaptive capacity in connection to the Swedish 

fashion and textile companies. Not only hampered by regulation and legislation as pointed out 

by Rudberg (2009), the generation of adaptive capacity was reduced by communicational 

barriers. Most company representatives, not used to scientific literature, avoided these sources 

of information, resulting in that the flow of information was slowed down and willingly or 

unwillingly censored as information was generally only distributed by public sources or 

sources connected to business and the private sector. These finding possibly also gave an 

explanation to the slow pace of change and acceptance of issues, especially issues connected 

to climate change, as had been a topic for complaint by academia, as highlighted by the 

Tällberg foundation (2006).  

 

Furthermore, based on the collected findings and the literature included in the study, see 

reference list, and used in this report it can be assumed that if the situation would stay the 

same as today with no or only seldom executed Corporate Climate Change Adaptation this 

would most likely be negatively affecting corporate, economic and societal development and 

welfare. If no Corporate Climate Change Adaptation would be undertaken it is likely that 

societal and corporate sensitivity, vulnerability and resilience would increase. Production and 

supply chains would with continuing climate change at first become increasingly threaten by 

climate variability and extreme events, and secondly business as usual would no longer be 

economically feasible or not at all possible to maintain. Communities located in areas of 

production would be negatively affected, loosing their source of income. Corporate Climate 

Change Adaptation may as mentioned earlier in this thesis not be included into the framework 

of CSR but it would undoubtedly have great local affect on societies and people. 

 

On the other hand if companies would increase their adaptive capacity showing organisational 

learning, acceptance of climate change and awareness and understanding of climate change 

generated direct and indirect effects, adaptation would be possible. Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation would be reducing the company’s exposure to climate risks and possibly also 

developing new opportunities, which then, as discussed above, would benefit more than the 

corporation itself. (ADB 2005, Klein 2008, Nitkin et. al. 2009c, WBCSD 2008) 
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Corporate Climate Change Adaptation would most likely also influence the surrounding 

physical, ecological and social environment (ADB 2005, WBCSD 2008), possibly helping in 

reducing vulnerability or build resilience within communities linked to the corporation’s 

activities, generating win-win situations.  

 

Secondly, if realizing the business risks and opportunities companies determined to adapt 

would no have to indentify next coming steps. In the investigated companies no one was 

however appointed responsible and no resources were assigned for the task of adaptation to be 

handled which would be need in the change and continuous corporate process.  

It appears that this would also leave academia with the need for adaptation, investigating new 

ways of getting across, spreading news and useful as well as directly applicable information 

and research results, if to be able to generate positive change and offering the companies the 

information for well-executed and successful climate change adaptation. The companies 

would also have to be perceptive to messages from academia, changing their frames of 

reference and learning behaviour.  

The private sector and company representatives would furthermore have to overmaster their 

hesitancy and reluctance to deal with issues not viewed as directly interconnected with the 

corporate activities, widening their scope. Companies would have to show an ability to think 

out of the box, outside the old frames of reference, to think ahead using longer time frames.  

 

In the case of the Swedish fashion and textile sector, companies would also benefit from 

easily used risk modelling and identification tools, specifically scientific, less subjective ones. 

The company representative interviewed in this study were said to know of no tools for 

analysing climate change and change effects leading to the assumption that companies also 

will need external help, at least introducing the idea, clarifying the need for adaptation. 

 

Today there is established cooperation between companies which would be useful when 

companies’ consider themselves to small to alone generating change or do feel to be 

insufficiently knowledgeable. This type of cooperation could possibly also be used for 

adaptation, discussing different or cooperative adaptation approaches, leading discussions 

with regional representatives, focusing on generating positive change, lowering vulnerability 

and sensitivity, as well as building corporate as well as societal resilience.  
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Taking the next step companies would then also have to evaluate their business activities, 

possibly rethink location or design of facilities increasing resilience and reduce vulnerability 

to extreme weather events. Finding climate proof solution companies should consider a 

geographic diversification of supply chains, or geographic diversification and expansion of 

infrastructure (WBCSD 2008), as it is already today sensitive to extreme events and seasonal 

occurrences. The companies using existing frameworks could also possibly train key 

employees and personnel to recognize and respond to events, as for example new disease 

vectors, focusing on building a system for handling occurrences or extreme events. 

Adaptation options would however not be the same in all regions needing site specific 

solutions, tailored to the surroundings (WBCSD 2008). 

 

With insight into the Swedish fashion and textile sector, taking an unoptimistic standpoint 

discussing where to go next, also using the statements by McMichael and Dear (2010), the re-

localization of activities would be of essential importance. It is not unthinkable that for some 

companies, in the case of great negative impact, it would even be more cost effective to leave 

the certain underdeveloped/developing regions as these have low risk control, are sensitive 

and vulnerable to climate change also having low resilience. Striving for climate change 

adaptation companies would however also benefit from including the identification of 

opportunities, striving for competitive advantages into their Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation process. 

 

Finally, one may however not forget that adaptation is only a valid solution if earth remains 

habitable and adaptation can only take us thus far. Mitigation will continuously be needed, if 

adaptation shall have the possibility of protecting society and the companies in the long run. 

(IPCC 2007, McMichael and Dear 2010) Referring to goals set by politicians, it would still be 

preferable if climate change would stagnate close to + 2 Degrees, leaving the earths support, 

goods and service systems fairly unchanged or determined as acceptably unchanged or close 

to stable.   

 

Once more going back to the findings of the conducted study of Corporate Climate Change 

Adaptation, portraying the discouraging picture of low awareness and understanding and no 
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planned or ongoing adaptation, it becomes important to consider the methods used in the 

conducted research.  

A literature study alone would not have had the opportunity to offer insight into the Swedish 

fashion and textile companies as nearly no written information regarding Corporate Climate 

Change Adaptation is yet to be found. However, the literature search offered an essential 

standing ground for conducting the interviews and identifying research and interview 

questions.  

Secondly, it can also be questioned if the case study could have been executed in some other 

way, becoming more suitable for getting an understanding and good look into the companies 

participating in this study. If timeframes had been extended it would have been possible to 

contact more companies than those selected using set criteria. Also, if more time had been 

spent courting companies, more passionately describing the need for Corporate Climate 

Change Adaptation, extending the set timeframes, it would possibly have been given 

opportunities to interview more company representatives in each individual company which 

possibly would have influenced the identified results. Nonetheless, my personal belief is that 

it would not have altered the picture of awareness, understanding and action by the Swedish 

fashion and textile sector to any larger extent, especially as the findings were confirmed by 

connected organizations. Nonetheless, if including more companies the findings would have 

become more representative of the Swedish fashion and textile sector. 

In this case it did also not appear to be communicational barriers created by certain language 

use influencing the findings as interviews with company representatives was done in a semi-

structured manner, allowing for reframing of questions and follow-up questions to be asked. 

The respondents them selves did also have the opportunity of correcting possible 

misinterpretations as the transcribed interviews always was sent to the respondents for 

approval. 

 

Offering a second area of discussion is the theoretical framework identified and discussed in 

this thesis, also used for identifying and analyzing the findings. It can be argued that if using a 

different theoretical framework, which so to say would have offered a different colouring of 

the eyeglasses of the researcher, this would have changed the indentified results. As for 

example, if awareness and understanding would have bee defined differently this might 
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possibly have changed the evaluation of the findings incorporating corporate awareness and 

understanding of climate change effects, risks and opportunities.  

Nonetheless, in this case where a need was identified for combining different scientific areas 

and academic disciplines, it can be claimed that the to Corporate Climate Change Adaptation 

connected theoretical framework is still evolving and under development.  

 

Continuing the evaluation of the findings presented in this master’s thesis it can furthermore 

be questioned if the findings of corporate awareness and understanding, not only adaptation, 

would be valid for other sectors. With relatively little written evidence, including only a few 

case studies of different sectors, and the level of corporate communication determined as 

being fairly low, it is difficult to make any exact predictions. However, as stated earlier in the 

text more has been written by other sectors than by the manufacturing industry indicating a 

higher level of awareness, understanding and action.  

However, for the rest of the manufacturing industry, with scarce external documentation, not 

much can be concluded. Confirmed by line-of business-organizations on the other hand the 

findings presented in this master’s thesis can be considered to be valid for the Swedish, 

possibly also the international fashion and textile industry.  

Furthermore, if allowed to speculate one could assume that there is a correlation between 

awareness, understanding, Corporate Climate Change Adaption and communication, 

especially if referring to the framework of risk management including stakeholder 

communication, indicating that those who are communicating a message of adaptation are 

those who adapt. Nonetheless, as always there is brinkmanship of communication and 

keeping competitive advantage, exploiting innovation.   

 

Furthermore, evaluating the findings presented in this report one can hope that they will act as 

an alarm-call for Corporate Climate Change Adaptation, starting a discussion inside or among 

companies, possibly helping the private sector to identify that there is a need for identifying, 

quantifying, evaluating and minimizing negative effects generated by climate change or that 

there can be benefits in identify, quantify and evaluate the interconnected business 

opportunities. With little documentation of the private sector especially the manufacturing 

industry, in connection to Corporate Climate Change Adaptation this thesis also offers a 

somewhat rare insight into the Swedish fashion and textile industry.  
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Conclusions 

� Corporations show awareness of climate change but do commonly not connect future 

climate change to their own business activities, processes, supply chain and corporate 

needs. 

 

� Corporations have not started to analyze the impact by climate change including 

interconnected risks and opportunities, indicating only low understanding and 

acceptance of on-going and future climate change.  

 

� The Swedish fashion and textile sector has not started adapting to climate change and 

it appears that the companies will need an alarum to understand the seriousness of on-

going climate change furthermore helping them to connect climate change, adaptation 

and sustainable enterprising. 

 

� In the process of Corporate Climate Change Adaptation companies will need external 

help, both by academia and climate change specialist offering models, tools and 

applicable knowledge concerning climate change and its direct and indirect impacts 

also helping in overcoming hesitancy to deal with climate change issues.  

 

� There are still communicational barriers between academia and the private sector 

hampering positive change and corporate adaptive capacity.  

 

� The pioneers of Corporate Climate Change Adaptation will not only minimize their 

climate change connected corporate risks and avoid interconnected costs but also be 

able to take advantage of opportunities generated by climate change, building 

competitive advantage and corporate resilience.  
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Areas for Future Research  

Connected to Corporate Climate Change Adaptation there is undoubtedly a universe of areas 

for future research. However, identified by this study there seem to be six very important and 

specific focus areas:  
 

� Tools and Models: Companies will need new frameworks, tools and models for 

identifying and evaluating climate change effects; both risks and opportunities.   
 

� Lessons learned and alternatives for adaptation: For the fashion and textile sector 

there is certainly much to learn from other sectors. Future studies could investigate 

what has been done by the private sector when adapting to climate change, also 

excluding the field of resource management, looking into what different options are 

available in the space of adaptation and if there are certain options that are more 

suitable in specific sectors and for differently sized companies.  
 

� Motivation: Companies will need help motivating change and climate change 

adaptation. New studies including cost-benefit-analysis would help communicate the 

message of adaptation, offering communicative tools for management and decision 

makers. 
 

� Communication: Academia will also have to look into how to better communicate 

new research and results to the private sector and the public, finding channels for 

communication. Today there is an unfortunate situation where the private sector feels 

that scientific results are not applicable in every-day-business and academia has 

complained that change and acceptance of certain issues are coming at a too slow pace. 
 

� Small scale scenarios: There is a need to develop methods and models for giving 

more specific and reliable small scale scenarios for climate change, also increasing the 

applicability for companies and the private sector. Nonetheless this would also help 

societal adaptation and sustainable development, as adaptation to climate change is 

ultimately an issue of sustainability. 
 

� Policy and Programs: As society would benefit greatly from Corporate Climate 

Change Adaptation increasing societal and corporate resilience lowering societal and 

economic vulnerability to climate change and especially extreme events academia and 

researchers could also investigate how to develop suitable policy and programs 

spurring adaptation.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Literature search - Search words and search engines 

Diva Portal 2010-02-15 

Diva portal (www.diva-portal.org) is a public finding tool with student thesis and research 

publications written at 27 Universities and Colleges of higher education.  

 

Search words: 

Climate change and Business 

Climate change and Corpora* 

Climate change and Adaptation and Corpora* 

Climate change and Adaptation and Business 

Corporate strategy and Climate 

 

Google Scholar 2010-02-15 

Google Scholar shows scholarly literature from an array of disciplines and publishing formats. 

It includes full text publications from most European and American peer-reviewed online 

journals. Limiting the search books were excluded and sources published earlier than 2007. 

 

Search words:  

Textile and Corporate strategy and Climate change and Adaptation 

Corpora* and Climate Change and Adaptation 

Business and Climate Change and Adaptation 

Private sector and Climate change and Adaptation 

Risk management and Climate change and Adaptation 

Private sector and Risk management and Climate change and Adaptation 

 

Google search 2010-02-15 

Google search is the most used search engine on the Web, providing a mixture of sources 

from the private sector, the public and academia.  
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Search words:  

Climate proofing 

Climate change and Adaptation and Business 

 

ISI Webb of Knowledge 2010-03-05 

ISI Webb of Knowledge is an academic database covering about 8,700 leading journals 

providing access to a large 

 

Search words:  

Uncertainty and Climate Change 

Vulnerability and Climate Change  

Adaptation and Climate Change and Business 

Risk and Climate Change and Business 

Awareness and Climate Change and Business 
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Appendix 2: Description of participating companies 

Boomerang International AB 

Boomerang is representing a market segment of casual clothing called Scandinavian Preppy. 

The Brand was first registered in 1976 and the first brand store opened in the late 1980’s. 

Staring out by only selling men’s clothing Boomerang today offers clothes for men, women 

and children and since 2009 they also have their own home furnishings’ brand called 

Boomerang Home, offering furniture made including reused textiles. Today Boomerang has 

32 stores and around 200 retail stores in Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway and Belgium. 

Since 2008 Boomerang has an on-going environmental project called “The Boomerang 

Effect”, collecting old clothes and re-selling them second hand or reusing the textiles for the 

production of furniture under the label of Boomerang Home, striving at sustainability and 

with the goal of maximising resource use. (www.boomerang.se 2010-04-09) 

 

Fabric Scandinavien AB  

Fabric Scandinavien incorporates Weekday Brands AB and the brand of Monki, MTWTFSS 

and Cheap Monday. The conglomerate company offers hip, price-worthy clothes and 

accessories to a young market segment in Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Germany and 

Holland. The company has shown an extensive market growth over the last couple of years, 

spreading internationally. (www.weekday.se 2010-04-09) In 2008 H&M Group bought 60 

percent of the total shares (H&M in words and figures). 

 

Hemtex AB 

The home textile brand Hemtex was founded in 1973. Today stores can not only be found all 

over Sweden, but also in Denmark, Finland, Norway, Estonia and Poland. Visiting the stores 

one can find the Hemtex labels Living, Nordic Dream and Blue Heaven but also external 

brands. In 2007 Hemtex developed a new store concept called “Hemtex and more” with an 

extended selection of external brands and more spacious stores. At present Hemtex has 207 

franchise stores in the above stated 6 countries and the company shows signs of continues 

market growth. Hemtex is currently reorganising and will present a modernised home textile 

company and brand during fall 2010. Since 2007 Hemtex works with sustainability and 

environmental issues. (www.hemtex.com 2010-04-09) 
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Indiska Magasinet AB 

The story of Indiska starts as early as 1901. In the 1950’s the company was sold and became 

Indiska Magasinet. Today Indiska is a family owned company with 87 stores distributed over 

Sweden, Norway and Finland, selling a mix of clothes, accessories and furnishings inspired 

by India. Highlighted by the company itself the products represent the style bohemian modern. 

Indiska has over the years received a lot of criticism for their production in developing 

countries but today the organisation portrays a company taking responsibility for their 

workers and the environment, acknowledging the complexity of international business 

especially with production in poor and developing regions. (www.indiska.com 2010-04-09) 

 

KappAhl AB 

Clothing company KappAhl is represented in Sweden, Norway, Finland, the Czech Republic 

and Poland with their largest market in Sweden. Their business idea is to offer fashion for the 

entire family, however the main customers are described to be women around 30-50 years of 

age. KappAhl is offering affordable and price-worthy clothing, underwear, sleepwear, 

accessories and bijouterie. The company is showing a well implemented environmental work 

following the total product chain from design to sales. They established and implemented an 

environmental policy as early as 1997 and had their entire organisation ISO 14001-certified in 

1999, being the first company in it sector establishing an environmental management system 

(EMS) according to ISO 140001.  

(www.kappahl.com 2010-04-09)  

 

Nudie Jeans Co. AB 

Clothing brand and company Nudie was first founded in 2001. With 75-80 % of the sales 

represented by denim jeans the company however also offers other casual clothing and 

accessories. With a high revenue and high net income Nudie is one of the most successful 

new clothing companies in Sweden. Today Nudie Jeans Co. can be found in 25 countries but 

do show signs of continues market growth. Nudie has over the years shown an environmental 

work with innovative out-of-the-box-thinking. (www.nudiejeans.com 2010-04-09)  
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Rnb Retail And Brands AB 

The store and concept conglomerate of RNB, incorporating JC, Polarn o Pyret, Sisters, 

Brothers, NK, Illumn, Steen och Ström and Kosta Outlet, having its market spread all around 

Scandinavia and East Europe. The company is representing a mixture of market segments 

offering both exclusive and expensive high fashion products and clothes as well as more 

price-worthy clothes and accessories. RNB has been showing a growing environmentally 

friendly profile taking the climate into account and working with climate change mitigation 

also focusing on resource management. (RNB Hållbarhetsredovisning 2008, www.rnb.se 

2010-04-09) 

 

The anonymously participating company  

The collections of the company can be found in 300 self owned stores and at 4000 retailers in 

over 70 counties, and via the web. The company represents a middle price segment striving 

for good quality clothes and products.  The company offers men’s, women’s and children’s 

clothing, footwear and accessories, fragrances and furnishings. (Company homepage 2010-

04-09) 
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Appendix 3: Interview questions (Original) 

Medvetenhet 

1. Hur uppfattar du klimatfrågan och klimatförändring? Motivera. 

 

2. Är du bekant med termerna Adaptation (Anpassning) och Mitigation 

(Motverkande/Mildring)? 

 

3. Hur skulle du beskriva skillnaden mellan de två termerna? 

 

4. Varifrån har du fått din kunskap och information om detta?  

Vilka var källorna? 

   

5. Om du skulle ranka medvetenheten gällande klimatförändring hos ditt företag på en 

skala från 1 till 5, vart skulle ni hamna då? 

 

Förståelse 

6. Påverkar pågående eller kommande klimatförändring företagets aktiviteter och 

processer?  

Vilka aktiviteter och processer? 

Hur då? 

 

7. Kommer resurser som nyttjas av företaget att påverkas?  

Vilka då och hur då? 

 

8. Kommer klimatförändringen påverka företagets bild av hot och möjligheter?  

På vilket sätt då? 

 

9. Det du beskrivit för mig nu är det erkänt av företaget i stort? 

 

10. Om du skulle ranka er kunskap och förståelse för klimatförändringar särskilt kopplat 

till era egna aktiviteter och behov, på en skal från 1 till 5 var skulle ni hamna då? 
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Kunskapsnivå och kommunikation 

11. Vem är medveten och insatt i påverkan av klimatförändringar hos er? (Externt?) 

 

12. Vem borde vara medveten och insatt i klimatfrågan internt och externt? 

 

13. Finns det kunskapsluckor kopplade till frågan inom och utanför företaget som 

påverkar er? 

 

14. Ser du hinder eller barriärer i kunskapsöverföringen och kommunikationen inom och 

genom organisationen som påverkar ert agerande? 

 

Risker och Möjligheter 

15. Vem hos er är ansvarig för att identifiera och synliggöra hoten och riskerna 

genererade av klimatförändringar? 

 

16. Hur har man identifierat hoten och möjligheterna? Har ni använt er av något särskilt 

verktyg eller någon särskild modell för det? 

 

17. Vad gör ni för att anpassa er till pågående och kommande klimatförändringar?  

Var i processen? 

Var globalt sett sker förändringar?  

Vem gör det?  

När sker det?  

 

18. Har ni framtida planer för klimatanpassningar? 

 

19. Har ni mött på externa krav på klimatanpassningar?  

Från vem? När då?  

Gällande vad?  

Förväntar ni er mer krav på klimatanpassning i framtiden?  
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Strategi 

20. Har er övergripande företagsstrategi (core business strategy) förändrats eller 

påverkats med hänsyn till klimatförändringen? 

 

Påverkan 

21. Kommer klimatanpassningar att påverka era kunder?  

Påverkas de anställda?  

Hur då?  

När?  

Någon särskild marknad? 

 

22. Arbetar ni med andra företag eller leverantörer för att sammanföra kunskap eller 

motverka risker? 

 

23. Hur skulle företaget agera om underleverantörer eller området där de befinner sig 

skulle påverkas negativt av klimatförändringar, och extrema vädersituationer?  
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Appendix 4: Interview questions (English translation) 

Awareness  

1. How do you perceive climate change? Motivate. 

 

2. Are you familiar with the terms adaptation and mitigation? 

  

3. What would you say is the difference between adaptation and mitigation? 

 

4. From where have you gotten your info on climate change, what kind of sources? 

 

5. On a scale from 1-5, how great would you say that the awareness of your company is? 

Understanding of Climate Change 

6. Does on-going and coming climate change influence business activities? How? 

 

7. Will resources used by your company be affected or influenced by climate change? 

 

8. How will climate change influence your identified business threats and opportunities? 

 

9. Is this established and acknowledged by the company? 

 

10. On a scale from 1-5, how great would you say that the understanding of climate 

change, connected to your own activities, is in your company? 

 

Organizational Knowledge and Communication 

11. Who is aware of climate change and its impacts on the business activities? Internally 

and Externally. 

 

12. Who should know internally and externally: Suppliers etc? 

 

13. Is there any knowledge gaps connected to the issue? 
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14. Are there any hindrances or barriers of communication or barriers in the 

communication process? 

 

Risks and Opportunities 

15. Who is supposed to identify the risks generated by climate change?  

 

16. How has risk, opportunities, change been identified? Have you used any specific 

tools? 

 

17. What actions are undertaken to meet climate change?  

By whom? When? Where globally? Where in the business process? 

 

18. Are there further plans for adaptation? 

 

19. Have you encountered any external demands for climate adaptation?  

By who? Requesting what? When?  

Are you expecting any future external demands?  

 

Strategy 

20. Has the core business strategy been influenced or changed due to climate change? 

 

Impact of action 

21. Will adaptation affect the customers?  

Will it affect the employees?  

When? How? 

 

22. Are you working with suppliers and other companies exchanging knowledge about 

climate change mitigation and adaptation or aiming at avoiding risks? 

 

23. How would the company react if one supplier or area is negatively influenced by 

climate change or weather extremes? 
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Appendix 5: Information sent to company representatives 

 

Corporate Adaptation: Business Responding to Climate Change 
 

Av: Nicole Herbertsson 

E-post: nicole.herbertsson83@bredband.net       Tel.: 070 – 621 96 03 

Handledare: Dr. Richard J. T. Klein, Stockholm Environmental Institute 

Assisterande handledare: Aaron Atteridge, Stockholm Environmental Institute 

Master’s Thesis (30 ECTS) 2010 

Sustainable Enterprising / Hållbart företagande 

Stockholm Resilience Centre / Stockholms universitet 

 

Som examensarbete kommer jag att fördjupa mig i klimatförändringarnas påverkan på 

företagsvärden, särskilt påverkan på supply chain management inom textilbranschen men 

även möjligheterna och hoten genererade av ett föränderligt klimat.  
 

Studien syftar till att undersöka företags möjliga, nödvändiga, kommande, planerande eller 

pågående anpassningar till ett förändrat klimat. Studien kommer även att undersöka 

medvetenheten kring klimatproblematiken bland representanter från näringslivet och kunskap 

inom företag, samt studera verktyg och strategier för, samt konsekvenserna av anpassning till 

klimatförändringar eller frånvaron av klimatanpassning.  
 

Jag kommer att genomföra intervjuer med representanter från ett antal företag under mars till 

mitten av maj för att diskutera medvetenhet och kunskapsnivå samt klimatanpassningar. 

Intervjuerna kommer att ta maximalt en timma och det är upp till företagsrepresentanterna att 

bestämma mötestid och datum under angiven tidsperiod.  Resultat och kommentarer från 

intervjuer kommer att redovisas med full anonymitet och studien syftar på inget sätt till att 

hänga ut något företag. 
 

Det gläder mig att du visat intresse för att medverka i studien och därmed dela med dig av din 

kunskap. Din kunskap och erfarenhet är mycket värdefull för forskningsprojektet. Vet du 

ytterligare medarbetare inom din organisation som jag skulle ha glädje av att tala med tar jag 

tacksamt emot förslag. 
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Corporate Adaptation: Business Responding to Climate Change 

 

Introduction 

There is a universal acknowledgement of climate change3, a measurable and on-going process that will 

greatly impact society in the decades and centuries to come. Some say that Climate Change is the 

greatest threat facing society today.  

Coming climate change will likely include impacts on global hydrology, sea level rise, changes in 

ocean circulation and wind patterns, effects on global ecosystems and their functions and properties, 

influencing the pattern and frequency of weather extremes, ultimately affecting human society. 

Corporations will be encountering a changing world.  

It is most likely that climate change will give rise to negative effects on business and the global 

markets, influencing development and economic growth, especially if the business community does 

not adapt it self, identifying the risks. However, there might also be opportunities to develop.  

 

There have been great efforts to mitigate climate change resulting in corporations becoming more 

environmentally aware, more efficient, using new and more environmentally friendly technology and 

increasing there focus on corporate social responsibility (CSR) issues. However, this has been proven 

not being enough, change is still coming.  

 

Corporations are today facing international competition and affected by risks on a daily bases. Staying 

viable is staying ahead, innovating, planning for the future, searching for new opportunities and 

avoiding risks. Modern corporations have grown, becoming multinational with production and 

markets spread all around the globe, generating cross-boarder supply chains.  

Climate change will be one of the issues to handle when avoiding risks, but it may also offer new 

opportunities. The implications of climate change will differ between regions of production and 

commerce and business sectors, this as change won’t be homogenous and the needs of business sectors 

vary. Interruptions to every-day-business may come as a result of climate change and may even be 

unavoidable in some regions. “Business as usual” may therefore not be an option.  

 

                                                 
3 According to IPCC (2007) Climate change is “a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g. 
using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or variability of its properties, and that persists for an 
extended period, typically decades or longer”. This definition extends the concept highlighting that climate 
change is not only incorporating global warming but also changes in weather patterns with effects on the 
frequency of extremes.  
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In the coming years and decade’s climate change and variability has to be included into corporate risk 

management, becoming localized, identified and quantified. Adapting to climate change may build 

competitive advantage, and at the same time answering to investor pressure. Adaptation may also be a 

way of cutting cost and building company sustainability and resilience. 

Even though climate change is predicted, can be measured and proven to be going on today, society 

and the business community have been hesitant to change. Why is this? Are the restriction by 

regulation, customer demands and cost-cutting to demanding? Or, is the issue of climate change still 

too distant? Is climate change connected to too much uncertainty or too complicated?  

 

When corporations don’t show any adaptation measures being taken why is that? Is it due to lack of 

knowledge? Are business representatives’ not familiar with the concept of adaptation? Are business 

representatives not aware of the effects of climate change? Do they not understand the implications it 

will have on their corporate activities, production of products and supply chain? Or, can it be that 

corporations are planning for adaptation but do not communicate the adaptive actions, not knowing 

how to, or if to do so? 

If adaptive action is taken by corporations to reduce their exposure to climate risks, this would without 

a doubt affect more than the corporation itself. It could help reduce vulnerability or build resilience 

within communities linked to the corporation’s activities, for instance through supply chains, 

depending on region and scale of practice and the ways in which a corporation chooses to adapt. 

 

When scientific reports and studies have been handling adaptation and adaptive actions, and including 

case studies, these have been of agriculture, mining, forestry, water resource management, energy 

production, infrastructure, tourism and insurance. The focus has been on resource management, not on 

production. When The Network for Business Sustainability in 2009 presented their review of business 

adaptation to climate change they had only found one report focusing on manufacturing and 

production. Why is this? Is the manufacturing and production sector lagging behind or do they not 

communicate their actions in the same way or to the same extent? Even so, the textile manufacturing 

industry is one of the largest industries world-wide with billion-dollar turnovers and a continuous 

growing part in developing countries, producing clothing and other artefacts.  
 

Research questions 

� How great is the awareness and understanding of climate change effects among Swedish 

textile and fashion companies, connected to their own activities, especially their supply 

chains? 

� Are Swedish textile and fashion companies adapting to coming climate change effects, or 

planning for adaptation? If so, what are they doing? 
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Appendix 6: Description of participating organizations 

TEKO 

TEKO is a line-of-business and employee organisation for Swedish fashion and textile 

companies, representing Swedish companies both inside Sweden and internationally. TEKO 

is providing information and support to their members including spreading knowledge and 

info about environmental, legal and trade issues as well as supporting member company 

employees and member companies in negotiations and business development. (www.teko.se, 

2010-05-14) 

 

Swedwatch 

Swedwatch is a non-political organization reviewing and monitoring Swedish companies in 

low-income countries, especially developing countries, striving for global sustainable 

development, reduction of poverty and a reduction of the negative effects generated by 

production. Swedwatch is conducting field studies, collecting scientific reports, following 

scientific research, working with experts, dialoguing with local communities resulting in 

reports highlighting the current situations, practises and development. (www.swedwatch.org, 

2010-05-14) 

 


